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ABSTRACT 
 
 The purpose of this research is to investigate how varying product visuals affect 
consumers’ selective exposure, and whether inferences and attitudes toward a newly 
encountered brand can mediate such visual biasing effects. I examine an underexplored 
dimension of confirmation bias in which newly developed inferential beliefs and brand 
attitudes are induced only by visual cues. The levels of product visual appeals are 
manipulated in a 2 x 2 factorial design experiment, varying package design (good vs. 
plain design) and image quality (high vs. low resolution). In Study 1, I demonstrate the 
effects of product visuals on inferential beliefs, brand attitudes, and purchase intentions. I 
explore how consumers use product visual appeals to infer a product’s functional value 
and the credibility of a seller, and form attitudes toward the newly encountered brand, as 
well as purchase intentions. In Study 2, I examine how varying product visual appearance 
affects consumers’ inclination to select congenial information in customer reviews, and 
whether consumers’ inferential beliefs and brand attitudes mediate such effects. In Study 
3, I test consumers’ cognitive responses as another mediator between product visuals and 
brand attitudes, and the moderating role of need for cognition between brand attitudes 
and selective exposure. In Study 4, I use a different set of visual stimuli and use different 
measures of the same critical constructs, and replicate the visual biasing effects. I found 
significant main effects of package design and image quality on consumer judgments 
(perceived product quality, seller credibility, brand attitudes, purchase intentions, and 
thought positivity) and information search (selective exposure). The results also confirm 
an increasing linear trend in belief positivity, attitude favorability, and selective exposure 
as the product visuals become richer. I present an explanatory framework for the visual 
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biasing effects using structural equation modeling: consumers view the visual appearance 
of a product (varying in package design and image quality), generate inferential beliefs 
(about perceived product quality and seller credibility), form attitudes toward the brand, 
and choose to read customer reviews in favor of their newly developed preferences. This 
is the first demonstration of confirmation biases resulting from a one-time exposure to a 
never-before encountered brand in which consumer inferences and judgments are induced 
only by product visual appeals. Theoretical, methodological, and practical contributions 
to the field of consumer research are discussed for future research. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 We tend to look for, interpret, and remember information consistent with our 
beliefs and attitudes. This tendency to confirm our existing viewpoints is a form of biased 
information processing (confirmation or congenial bias; for a review see Hart, 
Albarracín, Eagly, Brechan, Lindberg, and Merrill 2009). Why do people process 
information in a biased manner? Dissonance theory posits that people are motivated to 
regulate information selection to avoid cognitive conflict. After committing to a belief, 
attitude, or decision, people search for evidence of that belief by gathering supportive 
information and ignoring discrepant information to avoid or reduce what is known as 
cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1962). This attempt to minimize cognitive dissonance 
can be conceived as an effortful but biased cognitive activity since people are motivated 
to achieve particular goals, such as preserving initial attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors.  
 Most research on confirmation biases has relied on long-standing, deeply held 
attitudes and beliefs. For instance, participants were asked to report their attitudes or 
views on issues like smoking (Canon and Matthews 1972), capital punishment (Lord, 
Ross, and Lepper 1977), abortion (Eagly, Kulesa, Brannon, Shaw, and Hutson-Comeaux 
2000), and mortality (Jonas, Greenberg, and Frey 2003). People tend to defend their pre-
existing attitudes by selectively searching for confirming information, by interpreting 
new evidence in a biased manner, or by selectively recalling congenial information from 
memory (Proctor and Capaldi 2012). However, even prior to making and committing to a 
decision, biased information processing may still occur. For example, when asked to 
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evaluate the favorableness of attributes (presented attribute by attribute) about two 
unfamiliar brands, people tend to systematically distort product information in favor of 
their currently preferred alternative (Russo, Meloy, and Medvec 1998). This pre-
decisional information distortion suggests that people engage in biased information 
processing not only after a decision but also during a decision. Even when motivation to 
reduce post-decisional cognitive discomfort is weak (i.e., a final decision is not made so 
conflict is yet incomplete), people distort information in favor of their newly emerging 
preference while evaluating product information. 
 Like Russo and colleagues’ work, I examine whether confirmation bias occurs in 
response to a newly encountered brand for which consumers have no prior knowledge or 
preference. However, I investigate information exposure rather than information 
distortion. Information distortion refers to the interpretation of information consistent 
with one’s existing views; selective exposure reflects a decision to expose oneself to 
congenial information over uncongenial information. In this research, I test consumers’ 
selective exposure to information, examining whether consumers are inclined to choose 
reviews that confirm their newly developed inferences and attitudes toward a novel 
brand.  
 More important, I examine whether selective exposure occurs in response to 
visual information only. Prior research on biased information processing assesses 
information selection based on prior attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors using self-report 
scales to indicate a person’s level of agreement with a given issue, a self-report of past 
behavior, or a behavior carried out during the experiment (Hart et al. 2009). However, 
what about attitudes and beliefs that are not based on issues or messages? What if 
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attitudinal responses are solely induced by visual cues? These questions matter because 
vision is by far the most dominant modality in our sensory system (Goldstein and 
Brockmole 2016) and we tend to give greatest weight to visual information when forming 
impressions (Noller 1985; Burgoon, Guerrero, and Floyd 2016). Demonstrating visual 
biasing effects will provide additional evidence for the prevalence of selective exposure 
in daily life and contribute to the current literature by suggesting visuals as another 
antecedent to the confirmation bias. 
 Prior confirmation bias research typically has relied on an information search 
procedure in which people are asked to indicate a preliminary or a final decision, are then 
presented with additional information, and finally asked to select which pieces of 
information (attitude-consistent vs. attitude-inconsistent) they want to read (Jonas, 
Schulz-Hardt, Frey, and Thelen 2001; Fischer 2011). Because the decision scenario is 
based on the number of pro-attitudinal or counter-attitudinal alternatives that people 
choose, prior studies have taken a traditional approach (e.g., t test, ANOVA/ ANCOVA) 
to analyze data from experimental studies. However, such analyses typically focus on 
condition differences in outcome variables while ignoring underlying mediating 
processes that may be responsible for the observed condition differences (Russell, Kahn, 
Spoth, and Altmaier 1998; MacCallum and Austin 2000). In this research, I intend to 
reveal not only how visual cues can lead to selective exposure but also how newly 
developed inferential beliefs and attitudes can mediate such visual biasing effects. 
 We know that product visuals cause people to generate impressions and 
inferences about the product (Berkowitz 1987). Because consumers often make 
predictive inferences that go beyond available information (Kardes, Posavac, and Cronley 
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2004), they may also infer the value of missing attributes solely based on the visual 
appearance of a product. Pictures in advertising, for example, can influence consumers’ 
inferences about missing product attributes; participants who saw ads with various 
pictures but no copy inferred that the featured brand possessed several attributes not 
introduced in the ads (Mitchell and Olson 1981; Smith 1991). Such product attribute 
beliefs can mediate the effects of visual stimuli on brand attitude formation (Mitchell and 
Olson 1981). In addition, the visual appearance of a product may have a direct influence 
on consumers’ attitudes toward the brand. Package design, for instance, can affect brand 
attitudes (Homer and Gaunt 1992), brand impressions (Batra and Homer 2004), and 
brand choice (Underwood and Klein 2002). Taken together, upon exposure to product 
visual appeals, people may form inferential beliefs about the product and attitudes toward 
the brand, which ultimately may lead to subsequent biased information search. 
 The proposed visual biasing effects may be stronger for a newly encountered 
brand and in an online shopping environment. Consumers tend to play closer attention to 
extrinsic cues such as package design when making evaluative judgments, especially for 
unfamiliar, new brands (Underwood and Klein 2002). They may even more frequently 
rely on extrinsic cues when shopping online due to the limited number of cues available, 
compared to in-store environments (Im, Lennon, and Stoel 2010). Consumers are more 
likely to use extrinsic cues like brand name or advertising when they have inadequate 
information about intrinsic cues such as flavor of a beverage (Zeithaml 1988). In an 
online shopping environment in which consumers can only view a product without 
touching, hearing, smelling, or tasting it, the visual appearance of a product may become 
one of the most important cues by which consumers can judge products. Thus, I examine 
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the influence of product visuals on beliefs, attitudes, and selective exposure in the context 
of an online shopping environment using a newly created brand. 
 To examine the hypothesized visual biasing effects, I propose and test a new 
conceptual model that lays out the directional effects of visuals on selective exposure via 
consumers’ inferences and attitudes: consumers view the visual appearance of a product 
(varying in package design and image quality), generate inferential beliefs (about 
perceived product quality and seller credibility), form attitudes toward the brand, and 
choose to read customer reviews that support their newly developed preferences (see 
Figure 1). In the experiments reported below, I demonstrate that product visual appeals 
affect consumer inferences and skew subsequent information search. In Study 1, I explore 
consumers’ inferences about product performance and seller credibility for a newly 
encountered brand, solely based on the visual characteristics of a product picture. I also 
examine how these inferences lead to the formation of brand attitudes, and purchase 
intentions. In Study 2, I replicate and extend the first study by demonstrating that such 
visual-based inferential beliefs and newly developed brand attitudes lead to selective 
exposure to customer reviews, even in the presence of additional product and seller 
information (so that consumers do not have to rely on product images at all to form 
attitudes and beliefs about the product and the seller). In Study 3, I examine whether 
consumers not only generate visual-based inferential beliefs but also produce more 
positive thoughts as product visuals become richer, and whether individual differences in 
the need for cognition moderate the influence of brand attitudes on selective exposure. In 
Study 4, I create another set of visual stimuli (a new brand from a different product 
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category) and use different measures of the same key constructs to avoid mono-operation 
bias. 
 
Figure 1. Hypothesized visual biasing effects 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Visual Appeal 
 Visual appeal is a critical determinant in eliciting positive consumer responses 
(Crilly, Moultrie, and Clarkson 2004; Solomon 1983). Package design, for instance, 
attracts consumers’ attention as a key communication channel between product and 
consumer (Deliya and Parmar 2012). Aesthetically appealing packages capture 
consumers’ attention longer and are chosen over standardized packages despite higher 
prices (Reimann, Zaichkowsky, Neuhaus, Bender, and Weber 2010). Additional 
advertising research also confirms the importance of visual cues on consumer response. 
The vividness of mental imagery — sensory representations of ideas and experiences — 
evoked by pictures positively influences consumers’ experiences (Walters, Sparks, and 
Herington 2007). Rich, complex images result in greater experiential values — usage or 
anticipated interaction between a consumer and a product (Jeong, Fiore, Niehm, and 
Lorenz 2009) — compared to simple, plain images (Yoo and Kim 2014).  
 Product appearance is inherently multidimensional and encompasses many 
elements such as geometry, textures, materials, and detailing (Hannah 2002). These 
components are selectively chosen and blended into a whole to obtain a sensory effect. 
The design aspect of a product, once formed, elicits a wide range of psychological 
responses from consumers (Crilly et al. 2004), such as beliefs about the product (Bloch 
1995). Product-related beliefs may be in response to either holistic visual perception or 
atomistic processing of one individual design element at a time (Bloch 1995). During 
holistic processing, as described by the Gestalt tradition, an object is perceived in terms 
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of its entire shape and processed all at once (Baxter 1995). On the other hand, atomistic 
processing occurs when each design element is processed in a piecemeal manner 
allowing for sequential recognition of individual attributes (Durgee 1988). Holistic 
processing tends to occur first and by default (Kimchi 1992) and, once completed, people 
may pay further attention to individual design elements (Bloch 1995).  
 The visual appearance of a product can elicit affective responses ranging from a 
moderately positive reaction such as mere liking to intense aesthetic experiences like 
those experienced when viewing art pieces (Charters 2006). Of course, consumers may 
respond negatively to product visuals; product design incongruent with individual tastes 
can elicit negative reactions (Bloch 1995). Also, any visual element that disrupts 
perceptual clarity may result in a subjectively unpleasant experience. According to gestalt 
laws visual stimuli that are easily processed are more pleasant (Townsend and Kahn 
2014). For instance, certain shapes like circles are simple, regular, and more efficiently 
processed by the visual system whereas chaotic jumbles of lines are complex, random, 
and less pleasant to view (Palmer 1999). This is because higher figural goodness — 
perceptual experience such as the simplicity, order, and regularity of an object  — means 
less information perceivers must extract from the stimulus, which is easier and more 
pleasing (Arnheim 1974; Reber, Schwarz, and Winkielman 2004).  
 
2.1.1 Package Design and Image Quality 
 Following Bloch (1995) and gestalt tradition, I assume the overall effect of 
product visual appearance comes from the global processing of all visual attributes rather 
than differences in a single element. Because consumers’ judgments are examined in the 
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context of an online shopping environment in this study, product visual appeal is 
operationalized in terms of product package design and its photographic image quality. I 
examine how varying levels of package design and image quality affects consumers’ 
inference generation and attitude formation, and how these judgments lead to biased 
information processing.  
 For the experiments, I created two entirely new brands with novel package design 
and manipulated their design quality (good vs. plain package design) while keeping the 
brand name and product information identical. The distinction between good and plain 
package design comes from a blend of multiple design elements such as shape, color, and 
material rather than a single difference in one visual attribute (e.g., same package design 
with different colors). The image quality of product pictures differs by the level of image 
resolution of the entire pictures. Although there are numerous factors that influence 
image quality such as color mode (how the components of a color are combined), image 
resolution is one of the main determinants of image quality (Galer and Horvat 2005). 
Image resolution describes the amount of visual detail an image can display where higher 
resolution means more image detail (Hunt 2016). The level of image quality was 
manipulated in terms of low versus high resolution. 
 There are various theories that account for visual effects such as mere exposure 
(i.e., people tend to like a stimulus if they are frequently exposed to it; Zajonc 1968), 
arousal theory (i.e., people prefer a stimulus with a moderate level of novelty; Berlyne 
1971), prototype theory (i.e., people prefer typical examples of a category that they find 
familiar; Whitfield and Slatter 1979), and fluency theory (i.e., people prefer visual 
displays that can be easily processed; Jacoby, Kelley, and Dywan 1989). As my primary 
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research interests do not involve the prototypicality of product design or repeated 
exposures to the visual stimuli, I focus on arousal and fluency accounts of responses to 
product visuals. Product design is relevant to the concept of arousal because sources of 
arousal often derive from physical properties of environmental stimuli (i.e., novel designs 
offer greater arousal; Bloch 1995; Crozier 1994). And the image quality of a product 
picture pertains to perceptual fluency such that low image quality impedes visual 
perception of a stimulus (Im et al. 2010). The present studies do not demonstrate, nor are 
they intended to provide, direct evidence whether product design influences arousal level 
or whether image quality affects perceptual fluency. Still, these theories suggest that a 
product with relatively good design and high image quality should be more favorably 
evaluated than a product with relatively worse design and low image quality. 
 
2.1.2 Visual Aesthetics 
 According to research on visual aesthetics, consumers prefer visually appealing, 
well-designed products, because they can have an aesthetic experience of sensuous 
delight, interpretation of some meaning they attach to the product, and emotional 
experience elicited by a product appraisal (Hekkert 2006). Aesthetics generally refers to 
the study of the feelings and judgments derived from the appreciation of an object 
considered beautiful (Palmer, Schloss, and Sammartino 2013). Similarly, beauty is 
defined as an immediate pleasurable subjective experience induced by an object, without 
mediation via reasoning (Moshagen and Thielsch 2010). The goal of visual aesthetics 
research is to determine average aesthetic preferences of a set of individuals for a visual 
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stimulus. For instance, average ratings for a set of visual displays can be taken as a direct 
measurement of relative aesthetic preferences (Palmer et al. 2013). 
 According to Berlyne’s (1971) arousal theory, arousal-evoking aspects of an 
object are a determinant of subjective experience of pleasantness. This theory posits that 
aesthetic appraisal is driven by the arousal potential of an object (Berlyne 1971). Arousal 
is determined by both objective properties of an object, as well as idiosyncratic reactions 
of the perceiver. Arousal generates affective experience (e.g., pleasure, interest, 
discomfort) and motivates action (e.g., approach, avoidance, exploration). Berlyne’s 
model identifies a set of properties of a stimulus that can determine arousal such as 
novelty, complexity, uncertainty, conflict, surprisingness, and unfamiliarity. These 
variables represent what happens when the informational properties of an object do not 
match with a perceiver’s knowledge or expectation. For instance, new things are novel, 
complex, and unfamiliar. As complexity increases, a primary reward system becomes 
active and generates positive affect. However, as complexity further increases, a primary 
aversion system is also activated generating negative affect. Taken together, the two 
systems create an inverted-U shape effect on pleasantness (Silvia 2012). Thus, a 
moderate arousal potential is believed to evoke the most favorable responses in 
perceivers as opposed to extremely low or high arousal, which tend to be unpleasant 
(Moshagen and Thielsch 2010). 
 What is a well-designed package? To what extent can a combination of visual 
elements produce a “moderate” level of arousal in perceivers? The conceptualization and 
operationalization of plain versus good package design can be rather challenging and 
arguable. However, just like physical beauty (i.e., human faces are judged to be attractive 
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when possessing features such as averageness and symmetry; Thornhill and Gangestad 
1993), there are well agreed-upon standards for plain and good design. Generic 
packaging, for example, is the standard for plain package design. The visual properties of 
a product in the present work were manipulated in consultation with a professional 
designer and pretested to determine the level of package design quality. 
 
2.1.3 Perceptual Fluency 
 The ease with which someone can process a stimulus is often referred to as 
“fluency” (Jacoby et al. 1989; Reber et al. 2004). People prefer visual displays that can be 
easily processed; ease of perception is misattributed as liking for a stimulus (Bornstein 
and D'Agostino 1994). This ease of identifying the physical form of a stimulus is called 
perceptual fluency; perceptually fluent stimuli often include obvious distinctions between 
the object and its background (known as figure-ground contrast) and clear presentation 
(Jacoby et al. 1989). The experience of processing fluency is hedonically marked (i.e., it 
is inherently affective) such that high fluency is related to error-free processing of a 
stimulus and gives rise to positive affect (Winkielman, Schwarz, Fazendeiro, and Reber 
2003). For example, Reber, Winkielman, and Schwarz (1998) found that pictures of 
everyday objects that could be processed with high fluency (i.e., preceded by matched 
visual contours of the target picture) were recognized faster and were more favorably 
evaluated than pictures with low fluency (i.e., preceded by mismatched visual contours of 
a different picture).   
 This concept of processing fluency can be employed to explain how consumers 
process product visuals displayed in an online environment.	The fluency theory of 
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aesthetic appreciation suggests that higher image quality allowing more fluent processing 
should result in more positive affective responses. Factors that facilitate processing 
fluency and increase judgments of aesthetic pleasure include: higher level of figural 
goodness (good figures are simpler and better organized), figure-ground contrast 
(identifying a figure from the background), and symmetry (Reber et al. 2004). On the 
other hand, any parameter that impedes perceptual fluency (e.g., visual presentation 
styles such as print fonts that are difficult to read) may eventually lead to negative 
influence on choice. For instance, people deferred indicating their preference when the 
font of a product description was difficult to read (Novemsky, Dhar, Schwarz, and 
Simonson 2007). People tend to misattribute the difficulty of processing a stimulus to the 
difficulty of making a choice. 
 While photographic aspects of a product picture are likely to impact consumers’ 
processing fluency, online retailers or sellers often overlook the importance of picture 
quality and upload (or resize) an image of a product without confirming its resolution or 
compression level. As such, product images on websites can be degraded, blurry, lossy, 
and unclear. Despite its practical importance, there has been little academic exploration 
on the effects of image quality on consumer judgments. One study explored how different 
modes of graphic representation affect users’ perception of the product: images of a 
product with high levels of graphic representation on computer screens are evaluated in 
the same manner that the real physical product is evaluated (Artacho-Ramirez, Diego-
Mas, and Alcaide-Marzal 2008). This highlights the importance of the visual quality of a 
product picture in an online environment in which sellers can carefully manage how a 
product is visually displayed. While the visual manipulation in the research above 
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pertains to a photorealistic image and its equivalent effects to seeing a real product, I 
focus on how a degraded image can have a negative impact on consumers’ perceptions of 
the product. Other research reveals that the visual clarity of images and text (e.g., 
foreground and background contrast or text typeface) impacts online shoppers’ affective 
responses (aesthetic evaluation and pleasure) and behavioral intentions toward a web site. 
High perceptual fluency positively influences affective and behavioral reactions to the 
web site (Im et al. 2010). Presently, I examine how photographic elements can affect 
consumers’ responses in an online shopping environment. However, in my research, the 
level of image resolution in product pictures is manipulated whereas Im and her 
colleagues (2010) manipulated picture contrast, picture size, font style, and font color of 
the web site. Moreover, rather than immediate aesthetic judgments and pleasure, I focus 
on how image quality can affect consumers’ inferences about the value of missing 
attributes such as product quality and seller credibility, as well as attitudes toward the 
brand, purchase intentions, and ultimately subsequent information processing. 
 
2.1.4 Hypotheses about Visuals 
 The experiments across all four studies are 2 (design quality: good vs. plain 
package design) x 2 (image quality: high vs. low image resolution) factorial designs. 
Here I introduce all four conditions because I will predict a linear trend among 
conditions, rather than an interaction effect that is typically associated with 2x2 factorial 
experiments: condition 1 (Good package design, High image quality; hereafter GH), 
condition 2 (Plain package design, High image quality; hereafter PH), condition 3 (Good 
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package design, Low image quality; hereafter GL), and condition 4 (Plain package 
design, Low image quality; hereafter PL). 
 Regarding product visual appeals, I have three predictions. First, I predict overall 
main effects of package design and image quality on consumer judgments and biased 
information seeking. Conditions with good package design will be rated more favorably, 
resulting in more positive selective exposure than those with plain package design. 
Conditions with high image quality will be rated more favorably resulting in more 
positive selective exposure than those with low image quality. Last, I predict an 
increasing linear trend in the four conditions such that better visual appearance will 
generate more positive consumer evaluations which will ultimately lead to more positive 
selective exposure. So conditions 1 (GH) and 4 (PL) will be evaluated most and least 
favorably, respectively. And I predict condition 2 (PH) will be rated more favorably than 
condition 3 (GL) because plain package design will be rated relatively neutral whereas 
even a product with good package design will be unable to fully deliver its design value 
to viewers when low image quality disrupts their processing fluency. Low image quality 
should create a visual slowdown and impede global perception of the stimulus as well as 
individual features of design elements. Therefore, viewers may misattribute the difficulty 
of processing, due to low image quality, as disliking for the stimulus. Even if viewers 
perceive high design quality in condition 3 (GL), this occurs after the perception of image 
quality since holistic processing precedes atomistic processing.  
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2.2 Inferential Beliefs 
 Beliefs reflect assessments about the probability of an outcome occurring. 
Consumers often estimate the likelihood that a product possesses a particular benefit, or 
believe that a product claim or a relationship between a brand and an attribute is true 
(Kardes, Cronley, and Cline 2014). Because product-related information is rarely 
complete, consumers frequently infer the value of missing, undescribed attributes based 
on available information about a product (Simmons and Lynch 1991). This inference 
process is known as inferential beliefs (Kardes et al. 2004) or compensatory inferences 
(Chernev and Hamilton 2008). Prior consumer research has examined inferential beliefs 
between two factors such as price and quality (i.e., expensive products are of high quality; 
Monroe and Krishnan 1985; Shiv, Carmon, and Ariely 2005), brand name and quality 
(i.e., well-known brand name is positively correlated with high quality; Janiszewski and 
Van Osselaer 2000), and warranty and durability (i.e., a longer warranty represents 
greater durability; Broniarczyk and Alba 1994). Consumers tend to hold beliefs about 
relationships between a product’s attribute and its benefit to the extent that the two 
components are perceived correlated. 
 
2.2.1 Visuals and Inferential Beliefs 
  Do consumers also infer product characteristics from appearance-related attributes 
such as package design or picture quality? People can form impressions and make 
inferences upon exposure to an object or an event in a relatively automatic, effortless 
manner (Kahneman and Frederick 2002; Yeung and Wyer 2004). This spontaneous 
appraisal can arise from the physical appearance of a stimulus (Weiner 1985; Reisenzein 
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2001). In fact, visual stimuli that evoke feelings can not only influence the viewer’s 
initial impressions of the object, but also affect subsequent cognitive responses such as 
thoughts and judgments (Pham, Cohen, Pracejus, and Hughes 2001). For example, 
participants who saw a coke label with a red and yellow colored picture of a football 
player were more likely to believe that the product contains a lot of caffeine than those 
who saw a coke label with a blue-background and a picture of a man relaxing under a 
palm tree (Bone and France 2001). Such stimulus-based impressions can also influence 
product judgments when people are interpreting product information and making 
evaluations (Yeung and Wyer 2004). In this way, consumers may form different 
inferences and expectations for products, depending on the degree of visual appeal the 
product has. 
 I examine the effects of product visuals on inferential beliefs where people draw 
inferences about missing product attributes solely based on visual cues. These visual 
effects may be even stronger for a newly encountered brand than a familiar brand and in 
an online shopping environment than in a store. Because consumers have no prior brand 
history or expectations for an unfamiliar product, they are more likely to rely on readily 
available cues such as package design (Underwood and Klein 2002). Also, in an online 
shopping environment in which only indirect experience is available, consumers may be 
especially likely to infer other aspects of a product unexplained in ads or product 
descriptions. 
 What are the most prominent attributes that consumers would like to know when 
encountering a brand new product in an online store? Two important aspects of product 
information that consumers may have to infer are the quality of a product and the 
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credibility of the online seller. Because of the lack of direct contact with the physical 
product and the seller, online consumers often feel uncertain and find it difficult to 
estimate the product quality and seller credibility (Sun and Wang 2012). Consumers look 
for signals of product benefits when other attribute information is missing or insufficient 
to make confident judgments. For instance, in the absence of price and brand name 
information, participants were more likely to search for other product attributes than 
when presented with price and brand name (Brucks, Zeithaml, and Naylor 2000). 
Because my primary research interest is on visual biasing effects, I use a fictitious brand 
to avoid confounding effects of brand familiarity, maintain control of all visual 
conditions, and obviate other extrinsic cues such as price and store name in the 
experiments. In the absence of other extrinsic cues, product visuals should play a bigger 
role in consumers’ inferential beliefs and the development of brand attitudes. Therefore, I 
examine how consumers use product visual cues to infer its quality and seller credibility, 
and later form attitudes toward the brand.  
 In making inferences about product quality and seller credibility, individual 
differences in trust propensity may matter, especially in an online environment. Trust 
propensity is an individual consumer characteristic defined as a general personality trait 
showing how one tends to trust a thing or person. This can have a significant effect on 
users’ trust in online shopping in which they often feel uncertain (Gefen 2000; Lee and 
Turban 2001). Suppose consumers must infer missing product attributes and look for 
indicators to make purchase decisions. Consumers who have a high trust propensity may 
be less likely to seek other relevant cues and simply believe the product to perform well 
and the seller to be trustworthy. Because I manipulate the quality of product visuals to 
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elicit varying levels of inferential beliefs in an online shopping environment, trust 
propensity will be measured and treated as a control variable across all four studies. 
 
2.2.2 Perceived Product Quality 
 Perceived product quality can be defined as a consumer’s global assessment about 
a product’s overall excellence or superiority (Zeithaml 1988). It is a highly abstract 
concept in that perceived quality differs from judgments about actual functionality or 
specific product attributes (i.e., consumers’ subjective quality estimation vs. product-
based and manufacturing-based quality measures; Monroe and Krishnan 1985). As such, 
consumers often rely on extrinsic cues such as price, brand name, and store name to infer 
product quality (Dodds, Monroe, and Grewal 1991). While these types of product details 
are typically available online, consumers still have more limited access to products in an 
online shopping environment in which they are unable to fully appreciate the real object. 
 Prior research has found positive relationships between perceived quality and a 
wide range of variables such as price (Dodds and Monroe 1985), brand name (Brucks et 
al. 2000), store name (Dodds et al. 1991), country of origin (Teas and Agarwal 2000), 
loyalty (Bei and Chiao 2001), lower perceived risk (Snoj, Pisnik, Korda, and Mumel 
2004), and brand image (Homer 2008). Several studies have examined the relationship 
between product appearance and perceived product quality. Orth, Campana, and 
Malkewitz (2010) found that perceived product quality can positively mediate the effects 
of package design on consumers’ price expectations. In-depth interview-based research 
indicates that consumers use the attractiveness of a product to evaluate its quality (Mugge 
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2013). These studies demonstrate that product design quality is positively associated with 
consumers’ perception on product quality.  
 Indeed, the role of product visual appeals indicating perceived product quality is 
especially pronounced for new brands, for which consumers have neither prior 
perceptions nor expectations. Page and Herr (2002) found interactive effects of product 
design and brand strength on quality evaluation such that product aesthetics significantly 
impact quality judgments only for a weak, unfamiliar brand. However, little to no 
research has explored the mediating role of quality judgments between visuals and brand 
attitudes. Thus, I examine how perceived product quality can mediate the influence of 
visual appeals on attitudes toward a newly encountered brand. 
 
2.2.3 Seller Credibility 
 In buyer-seller relationships, buyers tend to assess a seller’s reliability and 
competence (Doney and Cannon 1997). The buyer’s belief that a seller is competent and 
reliable and will carry out the promised transaction terms effectively can be collapsed 
under the concept of seller credibility (Pavlou and Dimoka 2006). Thus, seller credibility 
is operationalized in terms of reliability, competence, and expertise. Prior research has 
focused on online buyer-seller relationships in relation to price (Pavlou and Dimoka 
2006), perceived risk (Grewal, Gotlieb, and Marmorstein 1994), trust in store (Jarvenpaa, 
Tractinsky, and Saarinen 1999), and selling effectiveness (Wagner, Klein, and Keith 
2003). Only a few studies have investigated the influence of visuals on the buyer-seller 
relationship in an online shopping environment. A recent content analysis of the auction 
website eBay.com shows that auctions with actual product photographs (vs. stock 
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photographs) generated more bidding and higher sales prices because the actual photos 
seem more reliable and imply that the seller indeed has the item (Van Der Heide, 
Johnson, and Vang 2013). Another study found that multiple product pictures serve as an 
indicator of product quality and seller credibility in Internet auctions (Li, Srinivasan, and 
Sun 2009). These findings suggest that visual information may play a role in shaping 
consumers’ judgments on seller credibility. 
 In fact, visual appeals can impact viewers’ first impression of a stimulus, as well 
as seller credibility. There is a positive relationship between Web site design and a user’s 
judgment of the site’s credibility. A survey with over 2500 respondents reveals that the 
top ranked criterion in judging the credibility of a Web site was the design look of the site 
(Fogg, Soohoo, Danielson, Marable, Stanford, and Tauber 2003). And Web pages with 
higher levels of design aesthetics (e.g., professionally designed color and graphics) 
generated greater credibility in the eyes of site users compared to lower aesthetic web 
pages without professional graphic design (Robins, David, and Holmes 2008). This may 
suggest that low visual appeals can negatively affect consumers’ inferences about seller 
credibility. Therefore, I examine the effects of product visual appeals on consumers’ 
inferential beliefs about seller credibility: Can a well-designed package with high image 
quality cause consumers to generate favorable beliefs about the seller’s credibility? 
 
2.3 Attitudes 
2.3.1 Beliefs and Attitudes 
 How do people develop their attitudes? According to one well-known theory of 
attitude formation, the expectancy-value approach (Ajzen and Fishbein 1977), a person’s 
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attitude is a function of belief strength and belief evaluation. From this perspective, 
attitudes toward an object (or issue, action, event, etc.; here I use object to refer to 
anything toward which one might have an attitude) depend on the subjective value 
attached to various attributes the object could have, each multiplied by the subjective 
probability that the given attitude object possesses these attributes or outcomes 
(Kruglanski and Stroebe 2005). To illustrate, one’s attitude toward a brand (e.g., brand J 
couch) is a result of how likely one thinks it is that the brand possesses certain attributes 
(e.g., softness, durability, comfort, good looks, etc.), and how positively or negatively 
one evaluates these attributes (e.g., a soft couch may be good, but some may prefer a firm 
one). This notion that attitudes are a function of belief strength and belief evaluation has 
been extensively studied and demonstrated (Middlestadt, Fishbein, and Chan 1994; 
Wilkie and Pessemier 1973; Olson and Maio 2003). Indeed, there is little doubt that 
beliefs influence attitudes (Hale, Householder, and Greene 2002) and the correlation 
between beliefs and attitudes is strong, between .55 and .80 across a variety of attitude 
objects (O’Keefe 1990).  
 The influence of visuals on brand attitudes can also be mediated by product 
attribute beliefs. Mitchell and Olson (1981) applied the expectancy-value model 
(Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) in the context of advertising and tested whether product 
attribute beliefs mediate the effects of advertising on brand attitudes. They found that 
both product beliefs and attitudes toward the advertisement are mediators of advertising 
effects on brand attitudes and purchase intentions. Therefore, I examine the indirect 
effects of product visual appeals on brand attitudes mediated by consumers’ inferential 
beliefs about perceived product quality and seller credibility. 
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2.3.2 Visuals and Brand Attitudes 
 In addition to the indirect effects of visual cues via inferential beliefs, product 
visual appeals may also have a direct influence on consumers’ attitudes toward the brand. 
Package design, for instance, can affect brand attitudes (Homer and Gaunt 1992), brand 
impressions (Batra and Homer 2004), and brand choice (Underwood and Klein 2001). 
And changes in logo design can affect brand attitudes (Walsh, Winterich, and Mittal 
2010). Little to no research has examined both direct and indirect effects of product 
visuals on consumers’ brand attitude formation via inferential beliefs. There is evidence 
that extrinsic cues, such as country of origin, have either indirect effect only (Erickson, 
Johansson, and Chao 1984) or both direct and indirect effects (Van der Lans, Ittersum, 
Cicco, and Loseby 2001) on attitudes via consumers’ beliefs. As package design also 
serves as an extrinsic cue (Olsen and Jacoby 1972), the research findings suggest that 
product visual appeals may or may not have a direct influence on consumers’ attitudes 
toward the brand along with their indirect effects through inferential beliefs. While 
consumers may form attitudes toward the brand through their inferences about product 
attributes, they may also like or dislike the brand in response to product visuals only. 
Even when holding same levels of beliefs about how well a product performs or how 
credible a seller can be, consumers may develop favorable brand attitudes just because of 
better product visuals. Therefore, I examine both direct and indirect effects of product 
visuals in the proposed model. I predict indirect effects of product visual appeals on 
consumers’ brand attitudes via inferential beliefs. In response to the visual appearance of 
a product, consumers will generate inferences about product quality and seller credibility, 
and form attitudes toward the brand. I also predict that product visual appeals will have 
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direct influences on consumers’ brand attitudes above and beyond the indirect effects 
through inferential beliefs. 
 
2.4 Biased Information Seeking 
2.4.1 Selective Exposure 
 Once people form an attitude, belief, or decision, they tend to selectively gather 
information that supports their position while discounting evidence against their views; 
this tendency has been called belief perseverance (Lepper, Ross, and Lau 1986), biased 
assimilation (Lord, Ross, and Lepper 1979), positive hypothesis testing (Klayman and Ha 
1987), congenial bias (Eagly, Chen, Chaiken, and Shaw-Barnes 1999), or confirmation 
bias (Jonas et al. 2001). According to cognitive dissonance theory, selective exposure 
occurs because discomfort arising from decision-inconsistent information (i.e., 
dissonance) motivates people to defend themselves by actively seeking congenial 
information to reduce this negative state (Festinger 1957). So consumers, after forming 
inferential beliefs and brand attitudes elicited by product visual appeals, may engage in 
selective exposure to confirm their newly developed judgments. I predict that consumers’ 
inferential beliefs and attitudes will mediate the visual biasing effects on selective 
exposure. 
 Biased information processing can appear in three forms: (a) seeking out 
information consistent with preferred beliefs; (b) dismissing counter-attitudinal 
information; and (c) distorted interpretation of information to support the current 
preference (Polman and Russo 2012). The first and second cases indicate different types 
of selective exposure (seeking v. rejecting information) while the third involves distorted 
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interpretation of information. In the present research, consumers’ biased information 
processing refers to the first and second type of information search; how people choose 
information supporting their attitudes and beliefs, and reject information opposing their 
attitudes. Typically, researchers have tested selective exposure in which participants are 
presented with pieces of information (e.g., titles or abstracts) and asked to select which 
ones they would like to read later in full (Hart et al. 2009; Fischer 2011). However, one 
of the shortcomings of this method is that the attractiveness of the information presented 
in the headlines or titles can moderate selective exposure to information (Zillmann and 
Bryant 2013). For instance, consumers may choose to read customer reviews in fuller 
visions simply because titles of reviews are more interesting or attractive. Such 
moderating factors may motivate people to choose differently than confirmation bias 
research would predict. Thus, to control for the attractiveness of the information, I will 
measure selective exposure via consumers’ selection of reviews where the positivity of 
the review is only indicated by the number of stars (where more stars indicate more 
positive reviews). If consumers show a confirmation bias, those who form favorable 
attitudes will tend to choose reviews with more stars. This measure of selective exposure 
— controlling for the attractiveness of the information — is also ecologically valid, since 
user-generated online reviews are often displayed in terms of stars, or numeric values, 
representing the degree of positivity.   
 
2.4.2 Visual Biasing Effects: Hypotheses and Research Objectives 
 My hypotheses suggest that confirmatory information search may occur 
supporting newly developed inferential beliefs and attitudes and in response to visual 
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cues, only. I propose that consumers see the visual appearance of a product (varying in 
terms of package design and image quality), draw inferences (about perceived product 
quality and seller credibility), form attitudes toward the brand, and choose to read 
customer reviews that support their newly developed preferences. Formal hypotheses will 
be presented prior to each study. 
 I test these hypothesized visual biasing effects in four experiments. Study 1 shows 
that consumers infer product quality and seller credibility solely based on product visuals 
which ultimately lead to attitudes toward the brand and purchase intentions. Study 2 
replicates and extends Study 1, showing that visual cues cause consumers to search for 
customer reviews consistent with their newly developed attitudes, even in the presence of 
product information that does not vary with visual condition. Study 3 replicates and 
extends the previous studies by showing that consumers generate more positive thoughts 
as product visuals become richer and those in high need for cognition are more likely to 
engage in biased information search. Study 4 replicates and extends the previous studies 
by using different set of visual stimuli (i.e., a new brand from a different product category 
manipulated in terms of package design and image quality) and different measurements 
to assess the same key constructs. 
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CHAPTER 3 
STUDY ONE 
3.1 Introduction 
 Study 1 provided an initial test of the relationship between product visuals and 
consumer inferences and judgments. I examined how consumers use product design and 
image quality to infer product quality and seller credibility, and form attitudes toward the 
newly encountered brand. Because the purpose of this study was to establish a baseline 
framework for consumers’ responses to visuals, I further examined the causal influence 
of newly developed attitudes on purchase intentions (only in Study 1). In addition to the 
proposition that beliefs cause attitude, Fishein and Ajzen (1975) also proposed a causal 
flow among beliefs, attitudes, and behavioral intentions: beliefs cause attitude, and 
attitude in turn influences behavior through behavioral intentions. In fact, consumer 
research has also yielded extensive empirical evidence for the causal relationship 
between attitudes toward the brand and purchase intentions (Mitchell and Olson 1981; 
MacKenzie, Lutz, and Belch 1986; Spears and Singh 2004). Following the literature, I 
predict that consumers’ brand attitudes will positively affect purchase intentions. The 
hypotheses are graphically presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Hypothesized visual effects on consumer inferences and judgments in Study 1 
 
 
 
H1: There will be a main effect of package design on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, and purchase intentions. 
Conditions with good package design will generate more positive evaluations than 
those with plain package design. 
 
H2: There will be a main effect of image quality on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, and purchase intentions. 
Conditions with high image quality will generate more positive evaluations than those 
with low image quality. 
 
H3: There will be an increasing linear trend in the four conditions; a linear pattern of 
regularly increasing favorability in inferential beliefs (perceived product quality and 
seller credibility), brand attitudes, and purchase intentions from the worst (condition 
4; PL) to the best visual condition (condition 1; GH).  
 
H4: Brand attitudes will be positively associated with purchase intentions. 
 
H5: Product visuals will have direct effects on brand attitudes. 
 
H6: Perceived product quality will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand 
attitudes. 
 
H7: Seller credibility will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand attitudes. 
 
3.2 Method 
 This is a 2 (design quality: good vs. plain package design) x 2 (image quality: 
high vs. low image resolution) factorial design experiment. I created a new paint brand, 
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Prizm, and the product visuals were manipulated in terms of package design quality and 
image quality (see Table 1). 
 Experimental stimuli. With respect to visual stimuli, the size of each image 
(image dimensions: 1024 x 768 pixels), the capacity of the container depicted in the 
image (1 Gal/ 3.785 L), and product description (Prizm; in Turquoise Color; Interior 
Paint; Matte Finish) were identical across all four conditions. In high image quality 
conditions, the product images were set at “maximum” resolution whereas low image 
quality conditions were set at “low” resolution (using the image resolution function in 
Adobe Photoshop software; see Appendix A: Visual Stimuli). 
 Pretesting for design and image quality. One hundred twenty-six participants 
were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk for pretesting the design and image 
quality manipulations. Participants were randomly assigned to see, and rate, one of the 
four images intended for use in the main study. Package design quality was measured 
with four items on seven-point scales (anchored by: appealing/unappealing, bad/good 
design, poorly/well-designed, unstylish/stylish). Image quality was measured with three 
items on seven-point scales (anchored by: blurry/sharp, low/high resolution, 
lossy/lossless, low/high image quality). The ratings were averaged to form a single design 
index and a single image quality index. The pretest results confirmed that the level of 
product visual appeals was successfully manipulated. An independent samples t-test 
showed that the package design quality was successfully manipulated (Mplain = 4.39, 
SDplain = 1.53, Mgood = 5.29, SDgood = 1.24, 95% CI [.41, 1.39], t(124) = 3.61, p < .001, 
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Cohen’s d = .68).1 A second independent samples t-test showed that image quality was 
also successfully manipulated (Mlow = 2.50, SDlow = 1.32, Mhigh = 5.58, SDhigh = 1.16, 
95% CI [2.64, 3.52], t(124) = 13.87, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.48).   
 Subjects. I recruited 420 research participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk 
(MTurk). Thirteen inattentive respondents were excluded from data analysis (the total 
time for completing the survey was less than one minute) so a total of 407 responses were 
analyzed. Respondents’ ages ranged from 19 to 75 years old (M = 36.73, SD = 12.29). 
Two hundred thirty-five participants were female (57.7 %), 170 participants were male 
(41.8 %), and two participants preferred not to identify their gender.  
 Procedure. MTurk participants were asked to read and agree to the consent form 
prior to the actual experiment. Next, they were randomly assigned to one of four visual 
conditions and exposed to a product picture; condition 1 (GH; N = 101), condition 2 (PH; 
N = 100), condition 3 (GL; N = 104), and condition 4 (PL; N = 102). The experiment 
began with the following instruction: “Imagine that you are looking for house paint and 
would like to buy some online. You browse an online shopping website and come across 
the paint brand Prizm. The seller uploaded an image of a container of Prizm paint. Please 
																																																								
1 A one-sample t-test indicates that the plain package design was statistically different 
from the scale midpoint of 4, Mplain = 4.39, 95% CI [.003, .77], t(63) = 2.02, p = .048, 
Cohen’s d = .25). This means that plain package design was evaluated too good to be 
considered plain, standard design; however, a similar one-sample t-test was not 
significant in the actual Study 1 (see footnote 2). In Study 4, the pretest results indicate 
that the relatively plain package design was evaluated significantly lower than the 
midpoint of 4, Mplain = 2.88, 95% CI [-1.51, -.74], t(63) = -5.91, p < .001, Cohen’s d = -
.74). This should be considered as bad package design to be accurate. However, the 
primary focus of this visual manipulation was to compare how consumers differently 
respond to varying levels of product visuals, relatively good versus relatively worse 
design quality. For brevity, I refer to relatively better package design as good and 
relatively worse package design as plain. 
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take a look and answer the following questions.” Then they were asked to respond to the 
manipulation check and dependent measures.  
 Measures. The manipulation check questions were six items on seven-point 
scales: three items for package design (anchored by: bad/good design, poorly/well-
designed, unstylish/stylish) and three items for image quality (anchored by: blurry/sharp, 
low/high resolution, lossy/lossless). See Table 5 for item details; items in Table 5 are 
labeled ppq1 to ppq4 for perceived product quality, sc1 to sc6 for seller credibility, and 
attb1 to attb5 for brand attitudes. Participants’ assessments of product quality were 
measured with four items that represent reliability, quality, and performance using seven-
point scales. Two items about reliability (ppq1) and quality (ppq2) were borrowed from 
previous literature (Dodds et al. 1991) and I modified the other two items about 
performance (ppq3 and 4; Brucks et al. 2000) to fit into an online shopping environment. 
Participants’ assessments of seller credibility were measured with six items that represent 
credibility, expected delivery condition, and seller expertise using seven-point scales. 
Four items about credibility (sc1 and 2) and delivery (sc3 and 4) were borrowed from 
previous literature (Pavlou and Dimoka 2006) and I modified the other two items about 
expertise (sc5 and 6; Ohanian 1990) to fit into an online shopping environment. 
Participants’ attitudes toward the brand were measured with five items on seven-point 
scales (anchored by: unappealing/appealing, bad/good, unpleasant/pleasant, 
unfavorable/favorable, unlikable/likable; Spears and Singh 2004). Participants’ purchase 
intentions were measured with two items on seven-point scales. They were asked to 
indicate their likelihood of buying the product if they needed house paint and the brand 
Prizm were available and affordable, with end points labeled as “very low/very high” and 
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“do not intend to buy it/ intend to buy it.” The scores on the two items were averaged to 
yield a purchase intention index (Spears and Singh 2004). Participants’ trust propensity 
was measured with four items on seven-point scales borrowed from Lee and Turban 
(2001). They were asked to indicate their tendency to trust a thing or person. The scores 
on the items were averaged to yield a trust propensity index.2 Means, standard deviations, 
ranges of the variables are presented in Table 2 and reliability and validity of the 
measures are reported in Table 5. 
 
3.3 Results 
 Manipulation check. In the actual experiment, manipulation checks confirmed 
that participants perceived the level of product visual appeals I intended. Two items used 
in the pretests were not included in this manipulation check (appealing/unappealing and 
low/high image quality). An independent samples t-test showed that the quality of 
package was successfully manipulated (Mplain = 4.20, SDplain = 1.73, Mgood = 5.38, SDgood 
= 1.39, 95% CI [.87, 1.48], t(405) = 7.56, p < .001, Cohen’s d = .68).3 A second 
independent samples t-test showed that the quality of image was also successfully 
																																																								
2 Trust propensity was positively correlated with all constructs and, thereby, valid as a 
control variable (Elwert 2013): trust was positively correlated with perceived product 
quality (r = .31, 95% BCa CI [.21, .40], p < .001), seller credibility (r = .32, 95% BCa CI 
[.21, .41], p < .001), brand attitudes (r = .31, 95% BCa CI [.21, .40], p < .001), and 
purchase intentions (r = .27, 95% BCa CI [.16, .36], p < .001). The positive correlations 
between trust propensity and other constructs were significant across four studies, all rs > 
.23, all ps < .001. 
3 A one-sample t-test indicates that the plain package design was not statistically different 
from the scale midpoint of 4, Mplain = 4.20, 95% CI [-.04, .44], t(201) = 1.68, p > .05, 
Cohen’s d = .11). This time the plain package design condition was successfully 
manipulated. 
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manipulated (Mlow = 2.41, SDlow = 1.54, Mhigh = 5.90, SDhigh = 0.88, 95% CI [3.25, 3.74], 
t(405) = 28.05, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.27). 
 Contrast analysis. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to see whether the visual 
manipulation affected consumer inferences (perceived product quality and seller 
credibility) and judgments (brand attitudes and purchase intentions). Because Levene’s 
tests were significant across all constructs (this was to check an assumption whether the 
variances of the groups were the same), more robust tests of equality of variances were 
performed to obtain corrected versions of the F-ratios. Welch’s Test confirmed a 
significant experimental effect on perceived product quality, F(3, 221.63) = 41.16, seller 
credibility, F(3, 220.45) = 50.22, brand attitudes, F(3, 219.01) = 43.49, and purchase 
intentions, F(3, 221.31) = 32.77 (all ps < .001). Brown-Forsythe’s Test also confirmed a 
significant experimental effect on perceived product quality, F(3, 360.23) = 37.17, seller 
credibility, F(3, 358.17) = 44.76, brand attitudes, F(3, 356.85) = 35.75, and purchase 
intentions, F(3, 379.41) = 26.50 (all ps < .001).  
 Given that the overall effect of conditions was significant, I conducted a contrast 
analysis to examine the pattern of results of an ANOVA and find out which conditions 
differed. I chose contrast analysis over two-way ANOVA4 because I did not expect any 
interaction effects and the contrast procedure is better able to partition out variance due to 
four condition differences. In addition, a contrast analysis can compare the different 
conditions without inflating the Type 1 error rate; familywise error rate increases when 
carrying out multiple tests on the same data (Field 2009). It was a full-sample procedure 																																																								
4 A two-way ANOVA results indicate that the interactions between package design and 
image quality on all constructs were not significant, F(1, 403) = 1.10, p = .48. The 
interactions between package design and image quality on selective exposure were not 
significant in Studies 2, 3, or 4 (all Fs < .74, ps > 0.39).	
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including all four conditions and I used three mutually orthogonal planned contrasts since 
hypotheses were generated before the experiment (see Table 3). The results of the 
contrast analyses across all constructs and effect sizes for each contrast (rcontrast) are 
presented in Table 4; rcontrast of 0 to .1 is considered a small effect size, rcontrast of .148 to 
.243 is considered a medium effect size, and rcontrast of .287 to .371 is considered a large 
effect size (Rosnow and Rosenthal 1996). The first planned contrast revealed that good 
package design conditions were rated significantly higher on perceived product quality, 
t(360.35) = 5.85, rcontrast = .30, seller credibility, t(358.72) = 4.01, rcontrast = .21, brand 
attitudes, t(356.99) = 5.94, rcontrast = .30, and purchase intentions, t(379.67) = 5.32, rcontrast 
= .26, compared to plain package design conditions (all ps < .001).5 Participants who saw 
product pictures with good package design formed more favorable inferences and 
judgments compared to participants who saw product pictures with plain package design, 
supporting Hypothesis 1. The second planned contrast revealed that high image quality 
conditions were rated significantly higher on perceived product quality, t(360.351) = 8.70, 
rcontrast = .42, seller credibility, t(358.72) = 10.85, rcontrast = .50, brand attitudes, t(356.99) 
= 8.47, rcontrast = .41, and purchase intentions, t(379.67) = 7.02, rcontrast = .34, compared to 
low image quality conditions (all ps < .001). Participants who saw product pictures with 
high image quality formed more favorable inferences and brand attitudes compared to 
participants who saw product pictures with low image quality, supporting Hypothesis 2. 
Finally, I performed a trend analysis to test if the experimental effect had a linear 
relationship as predicted. The results showed that there was a significant linear trend in 
perceived product quality, t(202.30) = 10.02, rcontrast = .58, seller credibility, t(198.20) = 																																																								
5 Statistics based on robust tests of equality of variances are reported due to significant 
results of Levene’s tests. 
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11.36, rcontrast = .63, brand attitudes, t(195.85) = 10.28, rcontrast = .59, and purchase 
intentions, t(223.70) = 8.94, rcontrast = .51 (all ps < .001). As the visual quality of a product 
picture increased, consumer inferences and judgments increased proportionately, 
supporting Hypothesis 3 (see Figure 3 for linear trends in perceived product quality, 
seller credibility, brand attitudes, and purchase intentions).  
 Structural equation model. I performed a structural equation model (SEM) 
analysis based on data from 407 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk with the 
sem package and lavaan package in R; there were no missing data. The hypothesized 
SEM is illustrated in Figure 4. Table 5 shows the results for reliability and validity of the 
measurement scales. In all items, the Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability are 
higher than the cut off criteria of .7 (Fornell and Larcker 1981). All the parameters were 
statistically significant with a good measure of convergent validity, average variance 
extracted (AVE), greater than .5 and smaller than composite reliability. The discriminant 
validity was also confirmed: the inter-correlations between each pair of constructs (all 
pairs are below .85) were lower than the square root of AVE for each variable (e.g., the 
smallest AVE is .9; Fornell and Larcker 1981). 
 According to the Henze-Zirkler’s test statistic, the data do not appear to follow a 
multivariate normal distribution (HZ = 3.61, p < .05). This may be due to experimental 
visual conditions designed to elicit consumers’ responses in either positive or negative 
directions. To address this non-normality issue, Satorra-Bentler corrections were used to 
correct for the distributional characteristics of the data; the maximum likelihood mean 
adjusted (MLM) estimation is robust to non-normality (Brown 2014). The overall fit 
indices indicate a good model fit to the data [χ² (152) = 276.652, χ²/df = 1.82, p < .001; 
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CFI = .987 > .95; TLI = .984 > .95; IFI = .973 > .95; SRMR = .035 < .08; RMSEA = .045 
< .06 with 90% CI = .038 ~ .052, Pclose = .895; Hooper, Coughlan, and Mullen 2008; Hu 
and Bentler 1999]. Although the chi-square test rejected a perfect fit between data and the 
model, χ2 (152) = 264.426, p < .001, chi-square is often statistically significant for 
models with more than 400 cases because it is sensitive to sample size and this 
erroneously inflates the chi square values (Byrne 2001). Instead, the chi-square relative to 
the degrees of freedom that adjusts for sample size (χ²/df) is 1.82 which is less than the 
threshold for acceptable fit of 2 (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007). No post-hoc modifications 
were conducted because of the good fit of the data to the model. 
 The standardized path coefficients as well as estimates and R2 for the model are 
presented in Table 6. The SEM results are also graphically described in Figure 5. Only 
three conditions appear in Figure 5 because three dummy-coded variables were used to 
represent the total number of visual conditions (i.e., d – 1 dummy-coded variables should 
be used in the group code procedure in SEM, where d is the number of conditions in the 
experiment; Russell, Kahn, Spoth, and Altmaier 1998). Condition 4 (PL) is the reference 
group in the following analysis that each of the three conditions in Figure 5 is presented 
in comparison to condition 4 (PL), the worst visual condition. I found that attitudes 
toward the brand had a significant direct effect on purchase intention (β = .86, p < .001) 
and explained 74.1 % of variance in purchase intention (R2 = .74), supporting Hypothesis 
4. Next, the experimental conditions were hypothesized to have direct effects on attitudes. 
Only condition 3 (GL) had a positive direct effect on brand attitudes, β = .07, p = .03, 
whereas the direct effects of condition 1 (GH; β = .06, p = .09) and condition 2 (PH; β 
= .01, p > .05) on brand attitudes were not significant. This result only partially supports 
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Hypothesis 5. I also predicted that the relationship between experimental conditions and 
brand attitudes would be mediated by perceived product quality and seller credibility. 
Perceived product quality (β = .54) and seller credibility (β = .37) significantly mediated 
the effects of visual conditions on brand attitudes (all ps < .001). All three conditions, 
condition 1 (GH; β = .51, p < .001), condition 2 (PH; β = .25, p < .001), and condition 3 
(GL; β = .14, p = .01) had significant indirect effects on brand attitudes through perceived 
product quality, controlling for the effects of trust propensity (β = .27, p < .001). The size 
of the beta coefficient of each condition suggests that as the product visuals become 
richer (C1 > C2 > C3) so does perceived product quality. These results support 
Hypothesis 6. Likewise, condition 1 (GH; β = .49, p < .001) and condition 2 (PH; β = .34, 
p < .001) had significant indirect effects on brand attitudes through seller credibility, 
controlling for the effects of trust propensity (β = .27, p < .001). However, the indirect 
effect of condition 3 (GL) on brand attitudes via seller credibility was not significant (β 
= .09, p > .05). The size of the effect of each condition also suggests that as the product 
visuals become richer (C1 > C2 > C3) so does seller credibility, partially supporting 
Hypothesis 7. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
 Given the significant experimental effect on brand attitudes, the contrast analysis 
results show that each visual manipulation of package design (good vs. plain design) and 
image quality (high vs. low resolution) had significant main effects on consumer 
inferences and judgments independently of one another. Participants who saw product 
pictures with good package design had more favorable inferential beliefs, brand attitudes, 
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and greater purchase intentions compared to those who saw product pictures with plain 
package design. Also, participants who saw product pictures with high image quality had 
more favorable inferential beliefs, brand attitudes, and greater purchase intentions 
compared to those who saw product pictures with low image quality. I also found an 
increasing linear trend of consumer inferences and judgments across four visual 
conditions. Participants had more favorable consumer inferential beliefs, brand attitudes, 
and greater purchase intentions as the level of product visual appeals improved.  
 SEM analysis further revealed the underlying mediating processes responsible for 
conditional differences in brand attitudes. Only condition 3 (GL) had significant direct 
effects of product visuals on brand attitudes. On the other hand, the estimated model 
indicates that inferential beliefs, perceived product quality and seller credibility, 
significantly mediated the effect of product visual appeals on brand attitudes, and 
attitudes directly affected purchase intentions. That is, participants drew inferences about 
the performance quality of the product and the credibility of the seller, based on package 
design and image quality, which ultimately affected attitudes toward the brand and 
purchase intentions. This suggests that the influence of product visuals on brand attitudes 
is substantively driven by inferential beliefs. While the purpose of Study 1 was to 
establish how consumers respond to varying product visuals and form attitudinal 
responses, participants were presented with visual stimuli, only, and were asked to 
evaluate missing product attributes (e.g., perceived product quality and seller credibility). 
This lack of information may have led participants to completely rely on visual 
information as a basis of evaluations. To address this issue, I included additional product 
and seller information in Study 2, in addition to a selective exposure measure. 
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3.5 Tables and Figures 
 
Table 1. Experimental design 
 
 Package Design Good Plain 
Image 
Quality 
High 
Condition 1 Condition 2 
  
Low 
Condition 3 Condition 4 
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Table 2. Descriptives 
 
Construct Condition   Study 1 
N M SD 95% CI for 
Mean 
Min. Max. 
     Lower Upper   
Perceived  
Product  
Quality 
C1 101 5.54 1.01 5.34 5.74 3.00 7.00 
C2 100 4.63 1.23 4.38 4.87 2.00 7.00 
C3 104 4.27 1.18 4.04 4.50 1.00 7.00 
C4 102 3.71 1.59 3.39 4.02 1.00 7.00 
Seller  
Credibility 
C1 101 5.42 .94 5.24 5.61 3.33 7.00 
C2 100 4.79 1.21 4.55 5.03 1.83 7.00 
C3 104 3.92 1.34 3.67 4.18 1.00 7.00 
C4 102 3.52 1.60 3.21 3.84 1.00 7.00 
Brand  
Attitudes 
C1 101 5.73 1.01 5.53 5.93 3.00 7.00 
C2 100 4.77 1.49 4.47 5.06 1.20 7.00 
C3 104 4.40 1.47 4.11 4.68 1.00 7.00 
C4 102 3.64 1.80 3.28 3.99 1.00 7.00 
Purchase 
Intention 
C1 101 5.36 1.28 5.11 5.61 1.00 7.00 
C2 100 4.23 1.72 3.88 4.57 1.00 7.00 
C3 104 3.94 1.76 3.60 4.28 1.00 7.00 
C4 102 3.31 1.88 2.94 3.68 1.00 7.00 
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Table 3. Contrast weights and orthogonality 
 
Contrast Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4 ∑ λa 
Ψ1 1 -1 1 -1 0 
Ψ2 1 1 -1 -1 0 
Ψ3 3 1 -1 -3 0 
∑ λa,1λa,2 λa,3 3 -1 1 -3 0 
Note. λa represents lambda weights (or contrast weights): Ψ1 represents the main effect of 
package design; Ψ2 represents the main effect of image quality; Ψ3 represents the linear 
trend comparison 
 
Table 4. Contrast analysis 
 
Construct Contrast Value of 
Contrast 
SE t df Sig. rcontrast 
   
Perceived 
Product 
Quality 
Ψ1 1.473 .252 5.851 360.351 .000 .295 
Ψ2 2.189 .252 8.696 360.351 .000 .416 
Ψ3 5.852 .584 10.017 202.300 .000 .576 
Seller 
Credibility 
Ψ1 1.025 .256 4.006 358.721 .000 .207 
Ψ2 2.775 .256 10.847 358.721 .000 .497 
Ψ3 6.574 .579 11.358 198.198 .000 .628 
Brand 
Attitudes 
Ψ1 1.729 .291 5.942 356.994 .000 .300 
Ψ2 2.465 .291 8.471 356.994 .000 .409 
Ψ3 6.660 .648 10.283 195.847 .000 .592 
Purchase 
Intention 
Ψ1 1.765 .332 5.316 379.669 .000 .263 
Ψ2 2.330 .332 7.019 379.669 .000 .339 
Ψ3 6.426 .719 8.939 223.700 .000 .513 
Note. Statistics based on robust tests of equality of variances are reported due to 
significant results of Levene’s tests, rcontrast indicates effect sizes for the contrasts 
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Table 5. Reliability and validity of measurement scales  
 
Latent Variables Li Ei α CR AVE 
Perceived Product Quality  
(Dodds et al. 1991; Brucks et al. 2000)   
   
ppq1: The likelihood that the product would be reliable is .932 .131 .962 .935 .827 
ppq2: The quality of this product should be .935 .125 
ppq3: The likelihood that the product works satisfactorily is .953 .091 
ppq4: The likelihood that the product performs well is .899 .191 
Seller Credibility 
(Pavlou and Dimoka 2006; Ohanian 1990)   
   
sc1: This seller is likely to be reliable .958 .082 .966 .965 .820 
sc2: This seller is likely to be credible .946 .104 
sc3: I believe this seller will deliver to me a product that    
        arrives in good condition .934 .128 
sc4: I believe this seller will deliver to me a product in a  
        timely fashion .914 .164 
sc5: This seller is likely to be skilled .839 .297 
sc6: This seller is likely to be experienced .833 .306 
Attitudes toward the Brand 
(Spears and Singh 2004)   
   
Please choose the number on each scale that best describe 
your overall feelings about the brand Prizm.   
   
attb1: unappealing vs. appealing .937 .122 .977 .978 .898 
attb2: bad vs. good .940 .116 
attb3: unpleasant vs. pleasant .938 .120 
attb4: unfavorable vs. favorable .959 .080 
attb5: unlikable vs. likable .963 .073 
Note. Li : Standardized loadings; Ei = (1 – R2): error variance; α : Cronbach’s alpha; CR = 
Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted (Fornell and Larcker 1981) 
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Table 6. Results of structural equation model  
 
  Estimate SE Standardized 
Coefficient 
Sig. R2 
PI       ~ ATT .898 .024 .861*** p < .001 .741 
ATT ~ C1 .234 .139 .058 p = .092 .808 
 ~ C2 .029 .124 .007 p = .816 
 ~ C3 .272 .128 .068* p = .034 
 ~ PPQ .688 .081 .538*** p < .001 
 ~ SC .438 .073 .374*** p < .001 
PPQ ~ C1 1.624 .179 .512*** p < .001 .290 
  ~ C2 .808 .188 .254*** p < .001 
 ~ C3 .444 .179 .141* p = .013 
 ~ TP .251 .043 .266*** p < .001 
SC ~ C1 1.709 .182 .494*** p < .001 .308 
  ~ C2 1.187 .198 .342*** p < .001 
 ~ C3 .314 .198 .092 p = .113 
 ~ TP .273 .046 .265*** p < .001 
Covariances       
PPQ ~~ SC  1.177 .103 .821*** p < .001  
Note. PI (purchase intention), ATT (attitudes toward the brand), PPQ (perceived product 
quality), SC (seller credibility), TP (trust propensity), C1 (condition 1), C2 (condition 2), 
C3 (condition 3) 
Significance level: *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05  
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CHAPTER 4 
STUDY TWO 
4.1 Introduction 
 The purpose of Study 2 was to examine how varying visual cues can cause people 
to form preferences (tested in Study 1) and skew subsequent information seeking. Study 2 
replicated Study 1 by using the same visual stimuli (i.e., a fictitious paint brand Prizm) 
used in the first study. Thus, this is also a 2 (design quality: good vs. plain package 
design) x 2 (image quality: high vs. low image resolution) factorial design experiment. In 
Study 1 participants were presented with visual stimulus only, whereas in Study 2 
additional product and seller information was also presented below the image and was 
identical across all four conditions (see Appendix B: Experimental Material). If 
participants are using product and seller information rather than product visuals to form 
brand attitudes, they should have the same attitudes since verbal information does not 
vary with visual condition. On the other hand, if they are affected by product visuals even 
in the presence of product information, this highlights the importance of visual 
information in shaping inferential beliefs and brand attitudes. I demonstrated consumers’ 
inferences and attitudes formations are still heavily affected by product visual appeals 
even when they have access to more information. I tested how consumers choose to 
receive information in customer reviews in favor of their newly developed attitudes and 
whether their inferences and attitudes can mediate such visual bias effects (see Figure 6).  
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Figure 6. Hypothesized visual biasing effects in Study 2 
 
 
 
H1: There will be a main effect of package design on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure. 
Conditions with good package design will generate more positive evaluations and 
selective exposure than those with plain package design. 
 
H2: There will be a main effect of image quality on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure. 
Conditions with high image quality will generate more positive evaluations and 
selective exposure than those with low image quality. 
 
H3: There will be an increasing linear trend in the four conditions; a linear pattern of 
regularly increasing favorability in inferential beliefs (perceived product quality and 
seller credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure from the worst (condition 4; 
PL) to the best visual condition (condition 1; GH).  
 
H4: Product visuals will have indirect effects on selective exposure via brand 
attitudes. 
 
H5: Perceived product quality will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand 
attitudes, which lead to selective exposure. 
 
H6: Seller credibility will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand attitudes, 
which lead to selective exposure. 
 
4.2 Method 
 I recruited 423 research participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). 
Nine inattentive respondents were excluded from data analysis (the total time for 
completing the survey was less than one minute). A total of 414 responses were analyzed; 
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condition 1 (N = 106), condition 2 (N = 105), condition 3 (N = 103), and condition 4 (N = 
100). Respondents’ ages ranged from 18 to 69 years old (M = 34.95, SD = 11.29). One 
hundred ninety-two participants were male (46.4%), 220 participants were female 
(53.1%), and two participants preferred not to identify their gender. I measured 
participants’ perceived product quality, seller credibility, attitudes toward the brand, and 
trust propensity6 using the same items from the first study. Participants’ information 
choice was measured by asking them to indicate the number of stars on the customer 
reviews, ranging from one to seven (anchored by negative/positive), that they would 
choose to read later. The question was as follows: “Suppose you are given an opportunity 
to read customer reviews about the featured product. Please use the scale below to 
indicate the number of stars on the review you would choose to read.” Higher numbers 
indicate more positive customer reviews. Study 2 followed the same procedure from 
Study 1. Means, standard deviations, and ranges of the variables are presented in Table 7. 
 
4.3 Results 
 Manipulation check. Manipulation checks confirmed that participants perceived 
the level of product visual appeals I intended. The quality of package design and image 
were measured with the same sets of items used in the first study. The ratings were 
averaged to form a single design index and a single image quality index. An independent 
samples t-test showed that the quality of package was successfully manipulated (Mplain = 
																																																								
6 Trust propensity was positively correlated with all constructs and, thereby, valid as a 
control variable (Elwert 2013): trust was positively correlated with perceived product 
quality (r = .27, 95% BCa CI [.17, .36], p < .001), seller credibility (r = .28, 95% BCa CI 
[.17, .37], p < .001), brand attitudes (r = .23, 95% BCa CI [.13, .33], p < .001), and 
selective exposure (r = .25, 95% BCa CI [.15, .34], p < .001). 
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3.86, SDplain = 1.70, Mgood = 5.37, SDgood = 1.41, 95% CI [1.22, 1.82], t(412) = 9.90, p < 
.001, Cohen’s d = .89).7 A second independent samples t-test showed that the quality of 
image was also successfully manipulated (Mlow = 2.15, SDlow = 1.38, Mhigh = 5.70, SDhigh 
= 1.04, 95% CI [3.32, 3.79], t(412) = 29.70, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.57). 
 Contrast analysis. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to see whether the visual 
manipulation affected consumer inferences (perceived product quality and seller 
credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure. There was a significant experimental 
effect on selective exposure, F(1, 410) = 11.59, p = .001. Because Levene’s tests were 
significant on consumer inferences and attitudes, more robust tests of equality of 
variances were performed. Welch’s Test confirmed a significant experimental effect on 
perceived product quality, F(3, 223.30) = 42.16, seller credibility, F(3, 224.72) = 41.11, 
and brand attitudes, F(3, 221.45) = 65.22 (all ps < .001). Brown-Forsythe’s Test also 
confirmed a significant experimental effect on perceived product quality, F(3, 380.91) = 
34.27, seller credibility, F(3, 383.71) = 36.13, and brand attitudes, F(3, 365.50) = 49.32 
(all ps < .001).  
 Given that the overall effect of conditions was significant, I conducted a contrast 
analysis to examine the pattern of results of an ANOVA and find out which conditions 
differed (see Table 8 for the results of the contrast analyses). The first planned contrast 
successfully replicated Study 1 that good package design conditions were rated 
significantly higher on perceived product quality, t(379.07) = 5.30, rcontrast = .26, seller 
credibility, t(381.09) = 4.13, rcontrast = .21, and brand attitudes, t(363.00) = 7.43, rcontrast 																																																								
7 A one-sample t-test indicates that the plain package design was not statistically different 
from the scale midpoint of 4, Mplain = 3.86, 95% CI [-.38, .09], t(204) = -1.22, p > .05, 
Cohen’s d = -.08). Consistent with Study 1, plain package design condition was 
successfully manipulated. 
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= .36, compared to plain package design conditions (all ps < .001).8 Participants who saw 
product pictures with good package design formed more favorable inferences and 
judgments compared to participants who saw product pictures with plain package design. 
However, good package design conditions did not significantly increase exposure to 
positive reviews compared to plain package design conditions, t(410) = .77, p > .05, 
rcontrast = .04. These results partially supported Hypothesis 1. The second planned contrast 
successfully replicated Study 1 that high image quality conditions were rated 
significantly higher on perceived product quality, t(379.07) = 8.57, rcontrast = .40, seller 
credibility, t(381.09) = 9.32, rcontrast = .43, and brand attitudes, t(363.00) = 9.32, rcontrast 
= .44, compared to low image quality conditions (all ps < .001). Participants who saw 
product pictures with high image quality formed more favorable inferences and brand 
attitudes compared to participants who saw product pictures with low image quality. 
High image quality conditions significantly increased selective exposure to positive 
reviews compared to low image quality conditions, t(410) = 3.41, p < .01, rcontrast = .17. 
That is, participants who saw product pictures with high image quality wanted to read 
more positive reviews later compared to low image quality conditions. Therefore, 
Hypothesis 2 was fully supported. Finally, I performed a trend analysis to test if the 
experimental effect had a linear relationship as predicted. The results showed that there 
was a significant linear trend in perceived product quality, t(220.44) = 10.48, rcontrast = .58, 
seller credibility, t(218.77) = 10.27, rcontrast = .57, and brand attitudes, t(199.17) = 11.90, 
rcontrast = .65 (all ps < .001). This was consistent with results from Study 1. With respect 
to selective exposure, there was a significant linear trend, t(410) = 3.39, p < .01, rcontrast 																																																								
8 Statistics based on robust tests of equality of variances are reported due to significant 
results of Levene’s tests.	
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= .21, indicating that as the visual quality of a product picture increased, selective 
exposure to reviews in favor of positive opinions increased proportionately (see Figure 7 
for linear trends in perceived product quality, seller credibility, brand attitudes, and 
selective exposure across visual conditions from Study 2). As product visuals became 
richer, participants formed more positive inferences and brand attitudes, and wanted to 
read more positive reviews. These results supported Hypothesis 3. 
 Structural equation model. I performed a SEM again based on data from 414 
participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk. The hypothesized SEM is illustrated in 
Figure 8. Table 9 shows the results for reliability and validity of the measurement scales. 
The Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability are higher than the cut off criteria of .7 
for all measured variables (Fornell and Larcker 1981). All the model’s parameters were 
statistically significant with good measures of convergent validity AVE (average variance 
extracted) greater than .5 and smaller than composite reliability. The discriminant validity 
was also confirmed: the inter-correlations between each pairs of constructs (all pairs are 
below .84) were lower than the square root of AVE for each variable (e.g., the smallest 
value of the square root of AVE was .90; Fornell and Larcker 1981). 
 According to the Henze-Zirkler test statistic, the data do not appear to follow a 
multivariate normal distribution (HZ = 4.09, p < .05). There was no missing data and the 
maximum likelihood mean adjusted (MLM) estimation method was used to correct for 
non-normality (Brown 2015). The overall fit indices indicate an excellent model fit to the 
data [χ² (152) = 177.19, χ²/152 = 1.17, p = .079 > .05; CFI = .997 > .95; TLI = .996 > .95; 
IFI = .986 > .95; SRMR = .023 < .08; RMSEA = .020 < .06 with 90% CI = .005 ~ .029, 
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Pclose = 1.00; Tabachnick and Fidell 2007; Hooper et al. 2008]. No post-hoc 
modifications were conducted because of the good fit of the data to the model. 
 The standardized path coefficients as well as estimates and R2 for the model are 
presented in Table 10. The SEM results are also graphically described in Figure 9. The 
direct and indirect effects of each visual condition and mediating variables on selective 
exposure are presented in Table 11. First, the experimental conditions were hypothesized 
to have indirect effects on selective exposure via brand attitudes. Attitudes toward the 
brand had a significant direct effect on selective exposure (β = .47, p < .001) and 
explained 22.2 % of variance in selective exposure (R2 = .22). Both condition 1 (GH) and 
condition 3 (GL) had positive direct effects on brand attitudes compared to condition 4 
(PL), β = .17 (p < .001) and β = .08 (p = .014), respectively. However, compared to 
condition 4 (PL), the direct influence of condition 2 (PH) on brand attitudes was not 
significant (β = .02, p > .05). Taken together, condition 1(GH) and condition 3 (GL) had 
positive indirect effects on selective exposure via brand attitudes, β = .08 and β = .04, 
respectively (see Table 11). This partially supported Hypothesis 4. Participants formed 
more positive brand attitudes and wanted to read more positive reviews as product visuals 
become richer. I also predicted the relationship between experimental conditions and 
brand attitudes would be mediated by perceived product quality and seller credibility, 
which leads to selective exposure. Perceived product quality (β = .52) and seller 
credibility (β = .33) significantly mediated the effects of visual conditions on brand 
attitudes (all ps < .001). All three conditions, condition 1 (β = .54, p < .001), condition 2 
(β = .29, p < .001), and condition 3 (β = .18, p < .01) had significant indirect effects on 
brand attitudes through perceived product quality, controlling for the effects of trust 
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propensity (β = .25, p < .001). Taken together, condition 1 (GH; β = .13), condition 2 (PH; 
β = .07), and condition 3 (GL; β = .04) had significant indirect effects on selective 
exposure via perceived product quality and brand attitudes, supporting Hypothesis 5. 
Participants drew more favorable inferences about the product quality, formed positive 
brand attitudes, and wanted to read more positive reviews as product visuals become 
richer. With respect to seller credibility, condition 1 (GH; β = .52, p < .001) and condition 
2 (PH; β = .28, p < .001) had significant indirect effects on brand attitudes through seller 
credibility, controlling for the effects of trust propensity (β = .26, p < .001). The indirect 
effect of condition 3 (PL) on brand attitudes through seller credibility was not significant, 
β = .10, p = .081. Taken together, condition 1 (GH; β = .08) and condition 2 (PH; β = .04) 
had significant indirect effects on selective exposure via seller credibility and brand 
attitudes, partially supporting Hypothesis 6. Participants drew more favorable inferences 
about the seller credibility, formed positive brand attitudes, and wanted to read more 
positive reviews as product visuals become richer. 
 In sum, compared to the worst visual in condition 4 (PL), condition 1 (GH) had 
significant indirect effects on selective exposure via inferences and brand attitudes (β 
= .21) and via brand attitudes only (β = .08); condition 2 had significant indirect effects 
on selective exposure via inferences and brand attitudes (β = .11); and condition 3 had 
significant indirect effects on selective exposure via perceived product quality and brand 
attitudes (β = .04) and via brand attitudes only (β = .04). The results confirmed the 
hypotheses that product visual appeals influence information exposure choice via 
consumer inferences and judgments, even in the presence of identical product 
information in all four conditions.  
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4.4 Discussion 
 I examined how visuals can skew information search and to what extent 
inferential beliefs and attitudes toward the product can mediate such visual biasing effects. 
The contrast analysis results showed that package design (good vs. plain design) had a 
significant main effect on consumer judgments such that participants who saw product 
pictures with good package design had more favorable inferential beliefs and brand 
attitudes compared to those who saw product pictures with plain package design. This is 
consistent with Study 1. However, the main effect of package design on selective 
exposure was not significant that participants who saw good package design did not 
choose to read more positive reviews compared to those who saw plain package design. 
On the other hand, image quality (high vs. low resolution) had a significant main effect 
on consumer judgments and selective exposure, such that participants who saw product 
pictures with high image quality had more favorable inferential beliefs and brand 
attitudes (consistent with Study 1), and chose to read more positive reviews later than 
those who saw product pictures with low image quality. I also found an increasing linear 
trend of selective exposure across four visual conditions. Participants had more favorable 
inferential beliefs about perceived product quality and seller credibility, and more 
favorable brand attitudes, as the level of product visual appeals improved. They also 
wanted to read more positive reviews as the level of product visual appeals improved. 
 SEM analysis revealed the underlying mediating processes responsible for 
conditional differences in brand attitudes and selective exposure. The estimated model 
indicates that in addition to the direct effect of condition 1 (GH) and 3 (GL) on attitudes 
toward the brand, perceived product quality and seller credibility mediated the effect of 
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product visual appeals on brand attitudes, and attitudes directly affected selective 
exposure. That is, participants saw the visual appearance of a product (varying in package 
design and image quality), generated inferential beliefs (about perceived product quality 
and seller credibility), formed attitudes toward the brand, and chose to read customer 
reviews that support their newly developed preferences. In addition to demonstrating the 
visual biasing effects, Study 2 has another significant implication in that participants’ 
brand attitude formation was still affected by product visuals even when they were 
presented with additional verbal information. If they had developed their beliefs and 
attitudes based on product and seller information, there would have been no difference 
among the visual conditions since everyone received the exact same information. This 
highlights the importance of product visual appeals that consumers heavily rely on visual 
information as a basis of forming inferences and attitudes which ultimately affect their 
subsequent information choice. While Studies 1 and 2 provide evidence for the mediating 
roles of perceived product quality and seller credibility, there can be other possible 
mediators that may explain the relationship between product visuals and brand attitude 
formation. To address this issue, I included a thought listing measure in Study 3 to 
capture consumers’ additional cognitive responses to visuals. Also individual differences 
in cognitive elaboration were measured as a moderator between brand attitudes and 
selective exposure. 
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4.5 Tables and Figures 
 
Table 7. Descriptives  
 
Construct Condition Study 2 
N M SD 95% CI for 
Mean 
Min. Max. 
     Lower Upper   
Perceived  
Product  
Quality 
C1 106 5.49 .95 5.30 5.67 1.00 7.00 
C2 105 4.69 1.35 4.43 4.95 1.00 7.00 
C3 103 4.28 1.34 4.02 4.54 1.00 7.00 
C4 100 3.75 1.40 3.47 4.02 1.00 7.00 
Seller  
Credibility 
C1 106 5.34 1.04 5.14 5.54 1.00 7.00 
C2 105 4.56 1.26 4.32 4.81 1.00 7.00 
C3 103 3.90 1.36 3.64 4.17 1.00 7.00 
C4 100 3.63 1.47 3.34 3.92 1.00 7.00 
Brand  
Attitudes 
C1 106 5.86 .99 5.67 6.05 1.00 7.00 
C2 105 4.52 1.51 4.23 4.81 1.00 7.00 
C3 103 4.26 1.39 3.99 4.53 1.00 7.00 
C4 100 3.54 1.65 3.21 3.87 1.00 7.00 
Selective 
Exposure 
C1 106 4.63 1.79 4.29 4.98 1.00 7.00 
C2 105 4.34 1.81 3.99 4.69 1.00 7.00 
C3 103 3.87 1.67 3.55 4.20 1.00 7.00 
C4 100 3.89 1.95 3.50 4.28 1.00 7.00 
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Table 8. Contrast analysis 
 
Construct Contrast Value of 
Contrast 
SE t df Sig. rcontrast 
   
Perceived 
Product 
Quality 
Ψ1 1.330 .251 5.295 379.071 .000 .262 
Ψ2 2.152 .251 8.571 379.071 .000 .403 
Ψ3 5.634 .538 10.479 220.437 .000 .577 
Seller 
Credibility 
Ψ1 1.051 .255 4.127 381.093 .000 .207 
Ψ2 2.372 .255 9.316 381.093 .000 .431 
Ψ3 5.794 .564 10.269 218.774 .000 .570 
Brand 
Attitudes 
Ψ1 2.059 .277 7.428 363.000 .000 .363 
Ψ2 2.582 .277 9.316 363.000 .000 .439 
Ψ3 7.223 .607 11.897 199.166 .000 .645 
Selective 
Exposure 
Ψ1 .270 .355 .769 410 .443 .038 
Ψ2 1.210 .355 3.410 410 .000 .168 
Ψ3 2.700 .796 3.387 410 .000 .209 
Note. Ψ1 represents the first contrast with lambda weights of (1, -1, 1, -1) assigned to 
condition 1 to 4; Ψ2 represents the second contrast with lambda weights of (1, 1, -1, -1) 
assigned to condition 1 to 4; Ψ3 represents the third contrast with lambda weights of (3, 1, 
-1, -3) assigned to condition 1 to 4; statistics based on robust tests of equality of variances 
are reported due to significant results of Levene’s tests except selective exposure 
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Table 9. Reliability and validity of measurement scales  
 
Latent Variables Li Ei α CR AVE 
Perceived Product Quality  
(Dodds et al. 1991; Brucks et al. 2000)   
   
ppq1: The likelihood that the product would be reliable is .940 .155 .963 
 
.963 
 
.867 
 ppq2: The quality of this product should be .947 .132 
ppq3: The likelihood that the product works satisfactorily is .942 .104 
ppq4: The likelihood that the product performs well is .895 .221 
Seller Credibility 
(Pavlou and Dimoka 2006; Ohanian 1990)   
   
sc1: This seller is likely to be reliable .940 .089 .963 
 
.961 
 
.806 
 sc2: This seller is likely to be credible .932 .113 
sc3: I believe this seller will deliver to me a product that    
        arrives in good condition .878 .136 
sc4: I believe this seller will deliver to me a product in a  
        timely fashion .850 .177 
sc5: This seller is likely to be skilled .910 .310 
sc6: This seller is likely to be experienced .873 .315 
Attitudes toward the Brand 
(Spears and Singh 2004)   
   
Please choose the number on each scale that best describe 
your overall feelings about the brand Prizm.   
   
attb1: unappealing vs. appealing .935 .125 .975 .975 .887 
attb2: bad vs. good .930 .130 
attb3: unpleasant vs. pleasant .947 .126 
attb4: unfavorable vs. favorable .953 .093 
attb5: unlikable vs. likable .945 .081 
Note. Li : Standardized loadings; Ei = (1 – R2): error variance; α : Cronbach’s alpha; CR = 
Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted (Fornell and Larcker 1981) 
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Table 10. Results of structural equation model  
 
 Estimate SE Standardized  
Coefficient 
Sig. R2 
SE      ~ ATT .502 .049 .472*** p < .001 .222 
ATT ~ C1 .669 .145 .170*** p < .001 .788 
  ~ C2 .086 .149 .022 p = .567 
 ~ C3 .321 .131 .081* p = .014 
 ~ PPQ .646 .088 .519*** p < .001 
 ~ SC .391 .080 .328*** p < .001 
PPQ ~ C1 1.689 .161 .535*** p < .001 .269 
  ~ C2 .930 .182 .293*** p < .001 
 ~ C3 .575 .181 .180** p = .001 
 ~ TP .217 .042 .248*** p < .001 
SC ~ C1 1.719 .176 .521*** p < .001 .287 
  ~ C2 .915 .185 .277*** p < .001 
 ~ C3 .335 .192 .100 p = .081 
 ~ TP .237 .045 .260*** p < .001 
PPQ  ~~ SC 1.154 .110 .805*** p < .001  
Note. SE (selective exposure), ATT (attitudes toward the brand), PPQ (perceived product 
quality), SC (seller credibility), TP (trust propensity), C1 (condition 1), C2 (condition 2), 
C3 (condition 3) 
Significance level: *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05 
 
Table 11. Direct and indirect effects on selective exposure 
 
 Direct Indirect Sig. Total 
ATT .472    — S .472 
PPQ —  -> ATT -> SE .245 S .245 
SC —  -> ATT -> SE .155 S .155 
C1 —  -> ATT -> SE .080 S .292 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .131 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .081 S 
C2 —  -> ATT -> SE .010 NS .115 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .072 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .043 S 
C3 —  -> ATT -> SE .038 S .082 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .044 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .015 NS 
Note. S (significant), NS (nonsignificant) 
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CHAPTER 5 
STUDY THREE 
5.1 Introduction 
 So far, I examined how varying product visual appearance affects consumers’ 
inclination to select congenial information in customer reviews, and whether consumer 
inferences and judgments mediate such effects. However, the extent to which the changed 
attitudes are positive and persistent may also vary by the relative favorability of thoughts 
and cognitive elaboration (Petty and Cacioppo 1981). If consumers engage in biased 
processing, then they should report more favorable attitudes as well as higher number of 
positive thoughts compared to negative ones. To examine whether thought positivity 
leads to biased attitudinal outcome and results in confirmatory information search, I 
added a thought listing technique in Study 3, and created an index of thought positivity. I 
measured consumers’ cognitive responses to visuals to examine the influence of the 
thoughts on the resulting attitudes toward the brand. As in the case for perceived product 
quality and seller credibility, I propose that thought positivity will mediate the 
relationship between product visuals and brand attitudes. Participants will generate 
relatively more positive thoughts, form favorable attitudes, and engage in positive 
selective exposure as product visuals become richer. In addition, I also explored if 
individual differences may affect selective exposure to information. I examined how need 
for cognition — the tendency to enjoy, and engage in, effortful cognitive activity (Petty, 
Cacioppo, and Kao 1984) — can moderate the relationship between attitudes and 
confirmatory information search. I propose that consumers high in need for cognition are 
more likely to engage in biased information search. This is because higher need for 
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cognition relates to a stronger consistency between attitudes and behavior (Petty, 
Cacioppo, Kao, and Rodriguez 1986). Need for cognition moderates the strength of 
attitude changes such that people high in need for cognition tend to be consistent and 
persistent in their attitudes (Haugtvedt and Petty 1992). Stronger and persistent attitudes 
are predicted to have greater selectivity effects on information processing (Brannon, 
Tagler, and Eagly 2007). Thus, I predict that participants higher in need for cognition will 
tend to confirm their attitudes in search for information and be consistent between their 
attitudes and information exposure; participants lower in need for cognition should be 
less likely to engage in selective information exposure. Study 3 replicated Studies 1 and 2 
by using the same visual stimuli (i.e., a fictitious paint brand Prizm with product and 
seller description); the levels of product visual appeals were manipulated in a 2 x 2 
factorial design experiment, varying package design (good vs. plain design) and image 
quality (high vs. low resolution). As in Study 2, product and seller information was 
identical across all four conditions. I tested how consumers’ thought positivity can 
mediate the visual biasing effects in addition to their inferences about the product quality 
and seller credibility, and investigated whether those higher in need for cognition are 
more likely to select congenial customer reviews, consistent with their brand attitudes 
(see Figure 10). I predict as follows: 
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Figure 10. Hypothesized visual biasing effects in Study 3 
 
 
 
H1: There will be a main effect of package design on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, thought positivity, and 
selective exposure. Conditions with good package design will generate more positive 
evaluations and selective exposure than those with plain package design. 
 
H2: There will be a main effect of image quality on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, thought positivity, and 
selective exposure. Conditions with high image quality will generate more positive 
evaluations and selective exposure than those with low image quality. 
 
H3: There will be an increasing linear trend in the four conditions; a linear pattern of 
regularly increasing favorability in inferential beliefs (perceived product quality and 
seller credibility), brand attitudes, thought positivity, and selective exposure from the 
worst (condition 4; PL) to the best visual condition (condition 1; GH).  
 
H4: Product visuals will have indirect effects on selective exposure via brand 
attitudes. 
 
H5: Perceived product quality will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand 
attitudes, which lead to selective exposure. 
 
H6: Seller credibility will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand attitudes, 
which lead to selective exposure. 
 
H7: Thought positivity index will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand 
attitudes, which lead to selective exposure. 
 
H8: Need for cognition will moderate the relationship between brand attitudes and 
selective exposure. People in higher need for cognition will show greater selective 
exposure compared to those in lower need for cognition.  
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5.2 Method 
 I recruited 427 research participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). 
Nine inattentive respondents were excluded from data analysis (the total time for 
completing the survey was less than one minute). A total of 418 responses were analyzed; 
condition 1 (N = 105), condition 2 (N = 107), condition 3 (N = 100), and condition 4 (N = 
106). Respondents’ ages ranged from 18 to 74 years old (M = 35.56, SD = 12.44). One 
hundred and seventy-six participants were male (42.1%), 239 participants were female 
(57.2%), and three participants preferred not to identify their gender. Study 3 followed 
the same procedure from Study 2. 
 I measured participants’ perceived product quality, seller credibility, attitudes 
toward the brand, selective exposure, and trust propensity9 using the same items from the 
second study. This time participants were also asked to list any thoughts they had about 
the product or the online shopping website as they were reading it and to indicate whether 
each thought is positive, negative, or neutral when they have listed all the thoughts that 
they can recall. An index of thought positivity was created by subtracting the number of 
negative thoughts from the number of positive ones divided by the sum of total thoughts 
with a possible range of -1 to 1 (M = .08, SD = .65; see Petty and Cacioppo 1981). 
Participants also completed the 18-item Need for Cognition Scale (M = 3.32, SD = .74, α 
= .92) which measures the extent to which they engage in, and enjoy, effortful cognitive 
activity. Means, standard deviations, ranges of the variables are presented in Table 12. 
																																																								
9 Trust propensity was positively correlated with all constructs and, thereby, valid as a 
control variable (Elwert 2013): trust was positively correlated with perceived product 
quality (r = .29, 95% BCa CI [.20, .38], p < .001), seller credibility (r = .37, 95% BCa CI 
[.28, .45], p < .001), brand attitudes (r = .35, 95% BCa CI [.26, .43], p < .001), and 
selective exposure (r = .29, 95% BCa CI [.19, .38], p < .001). 
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5.3 Results 
 Manipulation check. Manipulation checks confirmed that participants perceived 
the level of product visual appeals I intended. The quality of package design and image 
were measured with the same sets of items used in the first study. The ratings were 
averaged to form a single design index and a single image quality index. An independent 
samples t-test showed that the quality of package was successfully manipulated (Mplain = 
3.99, SDplain = 1.64, Mgood = 5.62, SDgood = 1.47, 95% CI [1.33, 1.93], t(416) = 10.65, p < 
.001, Cohen’s d = .99).10 A second independent samples t-test showed that the quality of 
image was also successfully manipulated (Mlow = 2.38, SDlow = 1.57, Mhigh = 5.57, SDhigh 
= 1.10, 95% CI [2.93, 3.45], t(416) = 24.11, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.03). 
 Contrast analysis. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to see whether the visual 
manipulation affected consumer inferences (perceived product quality, seller credibility, 
and thought positivity index), brand attitudes, and selective exposure. Except thought 
positivity index, F(3, 382) = 1.64, p > .05, Levene’s tests were significant across all 
constructs and more robust tests of equality of variances were performed. Welch’s Test 
confirmed a significant experimental effect on perceived product quality, F(3, 226.28) = 
37.91, seller credibility, F(3, 225.81) = 35.15, brand attitudes, F(3, 224.64) = 47.22, and 
selective exposure F(3, 228.23) = 15.49 (all ps < .001). Brown-Forsythe’s Test also 
confirmed a significant experimental effect on perceived product quality, F(3, 383.70) = 
29.33, seller credibility, F(3, 375.24) = 28.78, brand attitudes, F(3, 373.50) = 35.10, and 
selective exposure, F(3, 399.17) = 13.16 (all ps < .001).  																																																								
10 A one-sample t-test indicates that the plain package design was not statistically 
different from the scale midpoint of 4, Mplain = 3.99, 95% CI [-.22, .22], t(204) = -0.29, p 
> .05, Cohen’s d = -.01). Consistent with Study 1 and 2, plain package design condition 
was successfully manipulated.	
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 Given that the overall effect of conditions was significant, I conducted a contrast 
analysis to examine the pattern of results of an ANOVA and find out which conditions 
differed (see Table 13 for the results of the contrast analyses). The first planned contrast 
successfully replicated Studies 1 and 2 in that good package design conditions were rated 
significantly higher on perceived product quality, t(383.43) = 6.00, rcontrast = .29, seller 
credibility, t(373.42) = 4.41, rcontrast = .22, brand attitudes, t(372.36) = 7.34, rcontrast = .36, 
and selective exposure, t(397.77) = 3.10, p < .01, rcontrast = .15, compared to plain package 
design conditions (all ps < .001).11 In addition, good package design conditions were 
rated significantly higher on the thought positivity index, t(382) = 5.27, p < .001, rcontrast 
= .26, compared to plain package design conditions. These results confirmed Hypothesis 
1 that participants who saw product pictures with good package design formed more 
favorable inferences and attitudes, generated more positive thoughts, and chose to read 
more positive customer reviews, compared to plain package design conditions. Likewise, 
the second planned contrast successfully replicated Studies 1 and 2 in that high image 
quality conditions were rated significantly higher on perceived product quality, t(383.43) 
= 6.74, rcontrast = .33, seller credibility, t(373.42) = 7.89, rcontrast = .38, brand attitudes, 
t(372.36) = 6.74, rcontrast = .33, and selective exposure, t(397.77) = 5.20, rcontrast = .25, 
compared to low image quality conditions (all ps < .001). Also, high image quality 
conditions were rated significantly higher on the thought positivity index, t(382) = 7.35, p 
< .001, rcontrast = .35, compared to low image quality conditions. These results supported 
Hypothesis 2 that participants who saw product pictures with high image quality formed 
more favorable inferences and attitudes, generated more positive thoughts, and wanted to 																																																								
11 Statistics based on robust tests of equality of variances are reported due to significant 
results of Levene’s tests.	
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read more positive customer reviews, compared to low image quality conditions. Finally, 
I performed a trend analysis to test if the experimental effect had a linear relationship as 
predicted. The results showed that there was a significant linear trend in perceived 
product quality, t(224.85) = 8.95, rcontrast = .51, seller credibility, t(225.62) = 9.29, rcontrast 
= .53, brand attitudes, t(218.53) = 9.64, rcontrast = .55, and selective exposure, t(251.77) = 
6.30, rcontrast = .37 (all ps < .001). In addition, there was a significant linear trend in 
thought positivity index, t(382) = 8.99, p < .001, rcontrast = .42. This was consistent with 
results from Studies 1 and 2, supporting Hypothesis 3. As the visual quality of a product 
picture increased, perceived product quality, seller credibility, thought positivity, brand 
attitudes, and selective exposure to reviews in favor of positive opinions increased 
proportionately (see Figure 11 for linear trends in perceived product quality, seller 
credibility, thought positivity index, brand attitudes, and selective exposure across visual 
conditions from Study 3). 
 Structural equation model. I performed a SEM again based on data from 418 
participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk. The hypothesized SEM is illustrated in 
Figure 12. Table 14 shows the results for reliability and validity of the measurement 
scales. The Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability are higher than the cut off criteria 
of .7 for all measured variables (Fornell and Larcker 1981). All the parameters were 
statistically significant with good measures of convergent validity AVE (average variance 
extracted) greater than .50 and smaller than composite reliability. The discriminant 
validity was also confirmed: the inter-correlations between each pairs of constructs (all 
pairs are below .81) were lower than the square root of AVE for each variable (e.g., the 
smallest value of the square root of AVE was .91; Fornell and Larcker 1981). 
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 According to the Henze-Zirkler test statistic, the data do not appear to follow a 
multivariate normal distribution (HZ = 3.75, p < .05). Because there was missing data 
with respect to thought listing measure (N = 33), Huber-White sandwich estimator (MLR 
in lavaan package) was used to address non-normal and incomplete data (Yuan and 
Bentler 2006). The overall fit indices indicate an excellent model fit to the data [χ² (295) 
= 317.29, χ²/295 = 1.08, p = .178 > .05; CFI = .997 > .95; IFI = .985 > .95; TLI = .997 
> .95; SRMR = .049 < .08; RMSEA = .014 < .06 with 90% CI = .000 ~ .023, Pclose = 
1.00; Tabachnick and Fidell 2007; Hooper et al. 2008]. No post-hoc modifications were 
conducted because of the good fit of the data to the model. 
 The standardized path coefficients as well as estimates and R2 for the model are 
presented in Table 15. The SEM results are also graphically described in Figure 13. The 
direct and indirect effects of each visual condition and mediating variables on selective 
exposure are presented in Table 16. First, the experimental conditions were hypothesized 
to have indirect effects on selective exposure via brand attitudes. Consistent with Study 2, 
attitudes toward the brand had a significant direct effect on selective exposure (β = .55, p 
< .001) and explained 31.2 % of variance in selective exposure (R2 = .31). Both condition 
1 (GH) and condition 3 (GL) had positive direct effects on brand attitudes compared to 
condition 4, β = .09 (p = .008) and β = .08 (p = .012), respectively. However, compared 
to condition 4, the direct influence of condition 2 (PH) on brand attitudes was not 
significant (β = -.02, p > .05). These results were consistent with Study 2. Taken together, 
condition 1 (GH) and condition 3 (GL) had positive indirect effects on selective exposure 
via brand attitudes, β = .05 and β = .04, respectively. This partially supported Hypothesis 
4. Participants formed more positive brand attitudes and wanted to read more positive 
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reviews as product visuals become richer. I also predicted the relationship between 
experimental conditions and brand attitudes would be mediated by perceived product 
quality, seller credibility, and thought positivity index. Perceived product quality (β 
= .39), seller credibility (β = .35), and thought positivity index (β = .20) significantly 
mediated the effects of visual conditions on brand attitudes (all ps < .001). All three 
conditions, condition 1 (β = .53, p < .001), condition 2 (β = .18, p < .01), and condition 3 
(β = .15, p = .014), had significant indirect effects on brand attitudes through perceived 
product quality, controlling for the effects of trust propensity (β = .06, p > .05). Taken 
together, condition 1 (GH; β = .11), condition 2 (PH; β = .04), and condition 3 (GL; β 
= .03) had significant indirect effects on selective exposure via perceived product quality 
and brand attitudes, supporting Hypothesis 5. Participants drew more favorable 
inferences about the product quality, formed positive brand attitudes, and wanted to read 
more positive reviews as product visuals become richer. With respect to seller credibility, 
condition 1 (GH; β = .49, p < .001) and condition 2 (PH; β = .25, p < .001) had 
significant indirect effects on brand attitudes through seller credibility, controlling for the 
effects of trust propensity (β = .16, p < .001). The indirect effect of condition 3 (GL) on 
brand attitudes through seller credibility was not significant, β = .10, p > .05. Taken 
together, condition 1 (GH; β = .09) and condition 2 (PH; β = .05) had significant indirect 
effects on selective exposure via seller credibility and brand attitudes, partially supporting 
Hypothesis 6. Participants drew more favorable inferences about the seller credibility, 
formed positive brand attitudes, and wanted to read more positive reviews as product 
visuals become richer. All three conditions, condition 1 (GH; β = .50, p < .001), condition 
2 (PH; β = .22, p < .001), and condition 3 (GL; β = .14, p = .01), had significant indirect 
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effects on brand attitudes through thought positivity index. Taken together, condition 1 
(GH; β = .06), condition 2 (PH; β = .02), and condition 3 (GL; β = .02) had significant 
indirect effects on selective exposure via thought positivity index and brand attitudes, 
supporting Hypothesis 7. Participants generated more positive thoughts relative to 
negative ones, formed more positive brand attitudes, and wanted to read more positive 
reviews as product visuals become richer. Finally, I examined the moderating role of 
need for cognition in the relationship between brand attitudes and selective exposure. The 
interaction between the attitude latent variable and the continuous observed need for 
cognition variable was significant, β = .11, p = .04. Participants higher in need for 
cognition were more likely than participants lower in need for cognition to select 
congenial customer reviews, consistent with their brand attitudes (see Figure 14). This 
supported Hypothesis 8.  
 In sum, compared to the worst visual condition 4 (PL), condition 1 (GH) had 
significant indirect effects on selective exposure via inferences and brand attitudes (β 
= .26) and via brand attitudes only (β = .05); condition 2 (PH) had significant indirect 
effects on selective exposure via inferences and brand attitudes (β = .11); and condition 3 
(GL) had significant indirect effects on selective exposure via inferences and brand 
attitudes (β = .05) and via brand attitudes only (β = .04). These results are consistent with 
SEM results from the second study that product visual appeals influence information 
exposure choice via consumer inferences and judgments. They also confirmed that 
product visual appeals influence the relative amount of positive thoughts consumers 
generate and people in higher need for cognition tend to show greater selective exposure 
to reviews consistent with their attitudes. 
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5.4 Discussion 
 I examined how thought positivity index can mediate the visual biasing effects 
and whether individual differences in elaboration moderates the effect of brand attitudes 
on selective exposure. The contrast analysis results showed that package design (good vs. 
plain design) had a significant main effect on consumer judgments and selective exposure, 
such that participants who saw product pictures with good package design had more 
favorable inferential beliefs and brand attitudes, generated more positive thoughts, and 
chose to read more positive reviews later, compared to plain package design conditions. 
In addition, image quality (high vs. low resolution) had a significant main effect on 
consumer judgments and selective exposure, such that participants who saw product 
pictures with high image quality had more favorable inferential beliefs and brand 
attitudes, generated more positive thoughts, and chose to read more positive reviews later, 
compared to low image quality conditions. These results are consistent with Studies 1 and 
2. I also found an increasing linear trend across four visual conditions; a linear pattern of 
regularly increasing positivity in consumer judgments — perceived product quality, seller 
credibility, thought positivity, and brand attitudes — and selective exposure as the 
product visuals become richer. Participants had more favorable inferential beliefs about 
perceived product quality and seller credibility, and more favorable brand attitudes as the 
level of product visual appeals improved. They also generated more positive thoughts 
about the product and wanted to read more positive reviews as the level of product visual 
appeals improved. These results are consistent with Studies 1 and 2. 
 A structural equation model also successfully replicated Studies 1 and 2 showing 
that the relationship between visual conditions and selective exposure was mediated by 
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brand attitudes, perceived product quality, and seller credibility. As well, the thought 
positivity index mediated the influence of visuals on brand attitudes and selective 
exposure such that participants generated more positive thoughts relative to negative ones 
and ultimately engaged in greater selective exposure as product visuals became richer. 
Moreover, the need for cognition moderated the relationship between brand attitudes and 
selective exposure such that respondents higher in need for cognition were more likely to 
select congenial customer reviews in favor of their brand attitudes. 
 While Study 3 successfully replicated Study 1 (the baseline model for attitudinal 
response) and Study 2 (selective exposure), I used the same set of visual stimuli (a 
fictitious paint brand Prizm) and the same items to measure perceived product quality, 
seller credibility, brand attitudes, and purchase intentions. This may have posed threats to 
the construct validity of my studies such that the tested visual biasing effects may only be 
limited to the particular set of visual stimuli (a house paint product category) with the 
specific item measurements. To address this issue, I further conducted Study 4 to 
replicate the visual biasing effects again using a different set of visual stimuli with a 
different product category and different measurements to assess the same key constructs. 
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5.5 Tables and Figures 
 
Table 12. Descriptives  
 
Construct Condition Study 3 
N M SD 95% CI for 
Mean 
Min. Max. 
     Lower Upper   
Perceived  
Product  
Quality 
C1 105 5.62 .95 5.44 5.81 3.50 7.00 
C2 107 4.57 1.30 4.32 4.82 1.00 7.00 
C3 100 4.48 1.32 4.21 4.74 1.00 7.00 
C4 106 4.03 1.48 3.74 4.31 1.00 7.00 
Seller  
Credibility 
C1 105 5.51 .96 5.32 5.69 1.00 7.00 
C2 107 4.70 1.20 4.47 4.93 1.00 7.00 
C3 100 4.26 1.43 3.98 4.54 1.00 7.00 
C4 106 3.96 1.48 3.68 4.25 1.00 7.00 
Brand  
Attitudes 
C1 105 5.92 1.05 5.71 6.12 3.00 7.00 
C2 107 4.51 1.47 4.24 4.80 1.00 7.00 
C3 100 4.60 1.63 4.28 4.92 1.00 7.00 
C4 106 3.85 1.74 3.52 4.19 1.00 7.00 
Selective 
Exposure 
C1 105 5.33 1.34 5.07 5.60 2.83 7.00 
C2 107 4.57 1.68 4.25 4.89 2.00 7.00 
C3 100 4.23 1.76 3.88 4.58 1.00 7.00 
C4 106 3.99 1.75 3.65 4.33 1.00 7.00 
Thought 
Positivity  
Index 
C1 99 .51 .53 .41 .62 -1.00 1.00 
C2 96 .08 .64 -.05 .21 -1.00 1.00 
C3 94 -.05 .58 -.17 .07 -1.00 1.00 
C4 97 -.25 .62 -.37 -.13 -1.00 1.00 
Need for 
Cognition 
C1 105 3.25 .82 3.09 3.41 1.00 5.00 
C2 107 3.30 .79 3.15 3.45 1.00 5.00 
C3 100 3.49 .78 3.33 3.65 1.00 5.00 
C4 106 3.30 .84 3.14 3.46 1.00 5.00 
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Table 13. Contrast analysis 
 
Construct Contrast Value of 
Contrast 
SE t df Sig. rcontrast 
   
Perceived 
Product 
Quality 
Ψ1 1.500 .250 6.001 383.427 .000 .293 
Ψ2 1.686 .250 6.743 383.427 .000 .326 
Ψ3 4.872 .511 8.949 224.850 .000 .512 
Seller 
Credibility 
Ψ1 1.106 .251 4.405 373.418 .000 .222 
Ψ2 1.982 .251 7.891 373.418 .000 .378 
Ψ3 5.070 .546 9.286 225.618 .000 .526 
Brand 
Attitudes 
Ψ1 2.149 .293 7.339 372.356 .000 .355 
Ψ2 1.973 .293 6.738 372.356 .000 .330 
Ψ3 6.096 .632 9.644 218.531 .000 .546 
Selective 
Exposure 
Ψ1 1.000 .323 3.100 397.767 .002 .154 
Ψ2 1.680 .323 5.202 397.767 .000 .252 
Ψ3 4.370 .694 6.296 251.765 .000 .369 
Thought 
Positivity 
Index 
Ψ1 .636 .121 5.268 382 .000 .260 
Ψ2 .888 .121 7.351 382 .000 .352 
Ψ3 2.412 .268 8.987 382 .000 .418 
Note. Ψ1 represents the first contrast with lambda weights of (1, -1, 1, -1) assigned to 
condition 1 to 4; Ψ2 represents the second contrast with lambda weights of (1, 1, -1, -1) 
assigned to condition 1 to 4; Ψ3 represents the third contrast with lambda weights of (3, 1, 
-1, -3) assigned to condition 1 to 4; statistics based on robust tests of equality of variances 
are reported due to significant results of Levene’s tests except thought positivity index 
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Table 14. Reliability and validity of measurement scales  
 
Latent Variables Li Ei α CR AVE 
Perceived Product Quality  
(Dodds et al. 1991; Brucks et al. 2000)   
   
ppq1: The likelihood that the product would be reliable is .944 .108 .962 .964 .870 
ppq2: The quality of this product should be .940 .117 
ppq3: The likelihood that the product works satisfactorily is .942 .112 
ppq4: The likelihood that the product performs well is .905 .181 
Seller Credibility 
(Pavlou and Dimoka 2006; Ohanian 1990) 
     
sc1: This seller is likely to be reliable .941 .114 .966 .965 .822 
sc2: This seller is likely to be credible .935 .125 
sc3: I believe this seller will deliver to me a product that    
        arrives in good condition 
.897 .195 
sc4: I believe this seller will deliver to me a product in a  
        timely fashion 
.900 .190 
sc5: This seller is likely to be skilled .885 .216 
sc6: This seller is likely to be experienced .879 .228 
Attitudes toward the Brand 
(Spears and Singh 2004) 
     
Please choose the number on each scale that best describe 
your overall feelings about the brand Prizm. 
     
attb1: unappealing vs. appealing .942 .113 .976 .981 .894 
attb2: bad vs. good .942 .112 
attb3: unpleasant vs. pleasant .950 .098 
attb4: unfavorable vs. favorable .959 .080 
attb5: unlikable vs. likable .939 .119 
Note. Li : Standardized loadings; Ei = (1 – R2): error variance; α : Cronbach’s alpha; CR = 
Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted (Fornell and Larcker 1981) 
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Table 15. Results of structural equation model  
 
 Estimate SE Standardized  
Coefficient 
Sig. R2 
SE      ~ ATT .534 .047 .547*** p < .001 .312 
 ~ NC -.013 .115 -.006 p = .908  
 ~ INC .140 .070 .112* p = .043  
ATT ~ C1 .341 .128 .085** p = .008 .787 
  ~ C2 -.064 .137 -.016 p = .641 
 ~ C3 .326 .129 .080* p = .012 
 ~ PPQ .489 .082 .390*** p < .001 
 ~ SC .447 .075 .351*** p < .001 
 ~ TPI .530 .103 .198*** p < .001  
PPQ ~ C1 1.685 .177 .525*** p < .001 .208 
  ~ C2 .568 .197 .176** p = .004 
 ~ C3 .492 .199 .151* p = .014 
 ~ TP .051 .037 .057 p = .172 
SC ~ C1 1.540 .171 .489*** p < .001 .224 
  ~ C2 .778 .185 .245*** p < .001 
 ~ C3 .317 .199 .099 p = .111 
 ~ TP .140 .037 .161*** p < .001 
TPI ~ C1 .758 .082 .504*** p < .001 .179 
 ~ C2 .327 .089 .216*** p < .001  
 ~ C3 .220 .086 .144* p = .010  
PPQ ~~ SC 1.199 .105 .797*** p < .001  
 ~~ TPI .418 .039 .567*** p < .001  
TPI ~~ SC .377 .037 .526*** p < .001  
Note. SE (selective exposure), ATT (attitudes toward the brand), NC (need for 
cognition), INC (interaction between attitudes toward the brand and need for cognition), 
PPQ (perceived product quality), SC (seller credibility), TPI (thought positivity index), 
TP (trust propensity), C1 (condition 1), C2 (condition 2), C3 (condition 3) 
Significance level: *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05 
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Table 16. Direct and indirect effects on selective exposure 
 
 Direct Indirect Sig. Total 
ATT .547     S .547 
PPQ —  -> ATT -> SE .213 S .213 
SC —  -> ATT -> SE .192 S .192 
TPI —  -> ATT -> SE .108 S .108 
C1 —  -> ATT -> SE .046 S .306 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .112 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .094 S 
 — -> TPI -> ATT -> SE .055 S  
C2 —  -> ATT -> SE -.009 NS .099 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .038 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .047 S 
 — -> TPI -> ATT -> SE .023 S  
C3 —  -> ATT -> SE .044 S .111 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .032 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .019 NS 
 — -> TPI -> ATT -> SE .016 S  
Note. S (significant), NS (nonsignificant) 
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Figure 14. Interaction effects between brand attitudes and need for cognition on selective 
exposure 
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CHAPTER 6 
STUDY FOUR 
6.1 Introduction 
 The purpose of Study 4 was to replicate the visual biasing effects found in my 
previous experiments using a different set of visual stimuli and different measurements of 
the same key constructs to avoid mono-operation bias. So far, all three studies 
successfully replicated the proposed model. However, the results were obtained by using 
the same visual stimuli (a fictitious paint brand Prizm) and the same set of measurements 
(using the same items across all three studies). This may pose threats to the construct 
validity of my studies and lead to incorrect inferences about the results. To address this 
issue, I created another set of visual stimuli (i.e., a fictitious corn soup brand Midnight 
Farmland) and used different measures of the same key constructs (i.e., perceived 
product quality, seller credibility, brand attitudes, and selective exposure). As in Studies 
1, 2, and 3, this is also a 2 (design quality: good vs. plain package design) x 2 (image 
quality: high vs. low image resolution) factorial design experiment (see Table 17). As in 
Studies 2 and 3, product and seller information was identical across all four conditions. I 
demonstrated consumers’ inferences and attitude formation are still heavily affected by 
product visual appeals even with different visual stimuli, different measures, and a 
different product category. I tested the same hypotheses from Study 2 showing that after 
viewing product visuals consumers develop inferential beliefs and brand attitudes, and 
engage in biased information search in reviews (see Figure 15).  
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Figure 15. Hypothesized visual biasing effects in Study 4 (identical to Study 2) 
 
 
 
H1: There will be a main effect of package design on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure. 
Conditions with good package design will generate more positive evaluations and 
selective exposure than those with plain package design. 
 
H2: There will be a main effect of image quality on inferential beliefs (perceived 
product quality and seller credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure. 
Conditions with high image quality will generate more positive evaluations and 
selective exposure than those with low image quality. 
 
H3: There will be an increasing linear trend in the four conditions; a linear pattern of 
regularly increasing favorability in inferential beliefs (perceived product quality and 
seller credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure from the worst (condition 4; 
PL) to the best visual condition (condition 1; GH).  
 
H4: Product visuals will have indirect effects on selective exposure via brand 
attitudes. 
 
H5: Perceived product quality will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand 
attitudes, which lead to selective exposure. 
 
H6: Seller credibility will mediate the effects of product visuals on brand attitudes, 
which lead to selective exposure. 
 
6.2 Method 
 This is a 2 (design quality: good vs. plain package design) x 2 (image quality: 
high vs. low image resolution) factorial design experiment. I created a new corn soup 
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brand, Midnight Farmland, and the product visuals were manipulated in terms of package 
design quality and image quality.  
 Experimental stimuli. With respect to visual stimuli, the size of each image 
(image dimensions: 1024 x 768 pixels), the capacity of the container depicted in the 
image (14 oz/ 397 g), and product description (Midnight Farmland; Now Serving; The 
Infamous Corn Soup Recipe Cooked 2 Go!) were identical across all four conditions. In 
high image quality conditions, the product images were set at “maximum” resolution 
whereas low image quality conditions were set at “low” resolution (using the image 
resolution function in Adobe Photoshop software; see Appendix C: Visual Stimuli). 
Additional product and seller information was also presented below the image and were 
identical across all four conditions (see Appendix D: Experimental Material). 
 Pretesting for design and image quality. One hundred twenty-five participants 
were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk for pretesting the design and image 
quality manipulations. Participants were randomly assigned to see, and rate, one of the 
four images intended for use in the main study. Package design quality was measured 
with four items on seven-point scales (anchored by: appealing/unappealing, bad/good 
design, poorly/well-designed, unstylish/stylish). Image quality was measured with three 
items on seven-point scales (anchored by: blurry/sharp, low/high resolution, 
lossy/lossless, low/high image quality). The ratings were averaged to form a single design 
index and a single image quality index. The pretest results confirmed that the level of 
product visual appeals was successfully manipulated. An independent samples t-test 
showed that the package design quality was successfully manipulated (Mplain = 2.88, 
SDplain = 1.52, Mgood = 4.23, SDgood = 1.74, 95% CI [.78, 1.94], t(123) = 4.65, p < .001, 
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Cohen’s d = .83).12 A second independent samples t-test showed that image quality was 
also successfully manipulated (Mlow = 2.20, SDlow = 1.09, Mhigh = 4.94, SDhigh = 1.24, 
95% CI [2.32, 3.15], t(123) = 13.07, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.34).   
 Subjects. I recruited 437 research participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk 
(MTurk). Twenty-three inattentive respondents were excluded from data analysis (the 
total time for completing the survey was less than one minute). A total of 414 responses 
were analyzed. Respondents’ ages ranged from 19 to 74 years old (M = 34.76, SD = 
10.74). Two hundred thirty-nine participants were male (58.7%), 174 participants were 
female (42%), and one participant preferred not to identify their gender.  
 Procedure. MTurk participants were asked to read and agree to the consent form 
prior to the actual experiment. Next, they were randomly assigned to one of four visual 
conditions and exposed to a product picture; condition 1 (GH; N = 104), condition 2 (PH; 
N = 103), condition 3 (GL; N = 106), and condition 4 (PL; N = 101). The experiment 
began with the following instruction: “Imagine that you are looking for corn soup and 
would like to buy some online. You browse an online shopping website and come across 
the corn soup brand Midnight Farmland. The seller uploaded an image of a Midnight 
Farmland corn soup. Please take a look and answer the following questions.” Then they 
were asked to respond to the manipulation check and dependent measures. 
 Measures. The manipulation check questions were six items on seven-point 
scales: three items for package design (anchored by: bad/good design, poorly/well-
designed, unstylish/stylish) and three items for image quality (anchored by: blurry/sharp, 																																																								
12 A one-sample t-test indicates that the plain package design was evaluated significantly 
lower than the scale midpoint of 4, Mplain = 2.88, 95% CI [-1.51, -.74], t(64) = -5.91, p < 
.001, Cohen’s d = -.74). As indicated in footnote 1, I refer to relatively good package 
design as good and relatively worse package design as plain for brevity. 
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low/high resolution, lossy/lossless). See Table 20 for item details; items in Table 20 are 
labeled ppq1 to ppq4, for perceived product quality; sc1 to sc6, for seller credibility; attb1 
to attb5, for attitudes toward the brand. Participants’ assessments of product quality were 
measured with four items that represent quality, dependability, and superiority using 
seven-point scales. Two items about quality (ppq1 and ppq2; Low and Lamb 2000), one 
item about dependability (ppq3; Dodds et al. 1991), and one item about superiority 
(ppq4; Becker, Rompay, Schifferstein, and Galetzka 2011) were borrowed from previous 
literature and modified to fit into an online shopping environment. Participants’ 
assessments of seller credibility were measured with five items that represent 
trustworthiness, expected delivery condition, and seller competence using seven-point 
scales. Two items about trustworthiness (sc1 and 2) and competence (sc4 and 5) were 
borrowed from previous literature (Ohanian 1990) and I modified the other item about 
the product’s expected delivery condition (sc3; Pavlou and Dimoka 2006) to fit into an 
online shopping environment. Participants’ attitudes toward the brand were measured 
with five items on seven-point scales (anchored by: dislike/like, negative/positive, 
undesirable/desirable, undelightful/delightful, dissatisfied/satisfied; Mitchell and Olson 
2000; Aggarwal 2004; Walsh, Winterich, and Mittal 2010; Voss, Spangenberg, and 
Grohmann 2003). Participants’ information choice was measured by asking them to 
indicate the number of stars on the customer reviews, ranging from one to seven 
(anchored by unfavorable/favorable), that they would choose to read later. Higher 
numbers indicate more positive customer reviews. Participants’ trust propensity was 
measured with four items on seven-point scales (Lee and Turban 2001).13 Study 4 
																																																								
13 Trust propensity was positively correlated with all constructs and, thereby, valid as a 
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followed the same procedure from Study 2. Means, standard deviations, ranges of the 
variables are presented in Table 18 and reliability and validity of the measures are 
reported in Table 20. 
 
6.3 Results 
 Manipulation check. Manipulation checks confirmed that participants perceived 
the level of product visual appeals I intended. The quality of package design and image 
were measured with the same sets of items used in the first study. The ratings were 
averaged to form a single design index and a single image quality index. An independent 
samples t-test showed that the quality of package was successfully manipulated (Mplain = 
3.15, SDplain = 1.65, Mgood = 4.53, SDgood = 1.76, 95% CI [1.05, 1.71], t(412) = 8.22, p < 
.001, Cohen’s d = .81).14 A second independent samples t-test showed that the quality of 
image was also successfully manipulated (Mlow = 2.36, SDlow = 1.47, Mhigh = 5.25, SDhigh 
= 1.20, 95% CI [2.63, 3.15], t(412) = 21.95, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.16). 
 Contrast analysis. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to see whether the visual 
manipulation affected consumer inferences (perceived product quality and seller 
credibility), brand attitudes, and selective exposure. There was a significant experimental 
effect on perceived product quality, F(3, 410) = 33.94, brand attitudes, F(3, 410) = 28.80, 
and selective exposure, F(3, 410) = 9.96 (all ps < .001). Because Levene’s test was 																																																																																																																																																																					
control variable (Elwert 2013): trust was positively correlated with perceived product 
quality (r = .31, 95% BCa CI [.22, .41], p < .001), seller credibility (r = .36, 95% BCa CI 
[.26, .47], p < .001), brand attitudes (r = .36, 95% BCa CI [.27, .46], p < .001), and 
selective exposure (r = .30, 95% BCa CI [.19, .39], p < .001). 
14 A one-sample t-test indicates that the plain package design was evaluated significantly 
lower than the scale midpoint of 4, Mplain = 3.15, 95% CI [-1.08, -.62], t(203) = -7.35, p < 
.001, Cohen’s d = -.52). As indicated in footnote 1, I refer to relatively good package 
design as good and relatively worse package design as plain for brevity.	
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significant on seller credibility, more robust tests of equality of variances were 
performed. Welch’s Test confirmed a significant experimental effect on seller credibility, 
F(3, 224.78) = 33.48, and Brown-Forsythe’s Test also confirmed a significant 
experimental effect, F(3, 372.16) = 26.75 (all ps < .001).  
 Given that the overall effect of conditions was significant, I conducted a contrast 
analysis to examine the pattern of results of an ANOVA and find out which conditions 
differed (see Table 19 for the results of the contrast analyses). The first planned contrast 
successfully replicated Studies 1, 2, and 3 in that good package design conditions were 
rated significantly higher on perceived product quality, t(410) = 5.41, rcontrast = .26, seller 
credibility, t(369.86) = 4.07, rcontrast = .21, brand attitudes, t(410) = 4.94, rcontrast = .24, and 
selective exposure, t(410) = 3.17, rcontrast = .16, compared to plain package design 
conditions (all ps < .001). Participants who saw product pictures with good package 
design formed more favorable inferences and judgments, and chose to read more positive 
customer reviews, compared to participants who saw product pictures with plain package 
design. These results fully supported Hypothesis 1. The second planned contrast also 
successfully replicated Studies 1, 2, and 3 in that high image quality conditions were 
rated significantly higher on perceived product quality, t(410) = 8.09, rcontrast = .37, seller 
credibility, t(369.86) = 7.38, rcontrast = .36, brand attitudes, t(410) = 7.55, rcontrast = .35, and 
selective exposure, t(410) = 4.26, rcontrast = .21, compared to low image quality conditions 
(all ps < .001). Participants who saw product pictures with high image quality formed 
more favorable inferences and judgments, and chose to read more positive customer 
reviews, compared to participants who saw product pictures with low image quality. 
Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was fully supported. Finally, I performed a trend analysis was 
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performed to test if the experimental effect had a linear relationship as predicted. The 
results showed that there was a significant linear trend in perceived product quality, 
t(410) = 9.62, rcontrast = .43, seller credibility, t(205.80) = 8.26, rcontrast = .50, brand 
attitudes, t(410) = 8.93, rcontrast = .40, and selective exposure, t(410) = 5.21, rcontrast = .25 
(all ps < .001). The results were consistent with results from Studies 1, 2, and 3, 
supporting Hypothesis 3. As the visual quality of a product picture increased, inferential 
beliefs, brand attitudes, and selective exposure to reviews in favor of positive opinions 
increased proportionately (see Figure 16 for linear trends in perceived product quality, 
seller credibility, brand attitudes, and selective exposure across visual conditions from 
Study 4).  
 Structural equation model. I performed a SEM again based on data from 414 
participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Table 20 shows the results for reliability and 
validity of the measurement scales. The Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability are 
higher than the cut off criteria of .7 for all measured variables. All the parameters were 
statistically significant with good measures of convergent validity AVE (average variance 
extracted) greater than .5 and smaller than composite reliability (Fornell and Larcker 
1981). The discriminant validity was also confirmed: the inter-correlations between each 
pairs of constructs (e.g., the intercorrelation between perceived product quality and seller 
credibility was .85) were lower than the square root of AVE for each variable (e.g., the 
square root of AVE for perceived product quality was .93 and for seller credibility was 
.89; Fornell and Larcker 1981). 
 According to the Henze-Zirkler test statistic, the data do not appear to follow a 
multivariate normal distribution (HZ = 3.59, p < .001). There was no missing data and the 
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maximum likelihood mean adjusted (MLM) estimation method was used to correct for 
non-normality (Brown 2015). The overall fit indices indicate an excellent model fit to the 
data [χ² (134) = 189.88, χ²/134 = 1.42, p = .001; CFI = .993 > .95; TLI = .991 > .95; IFI = 
.975 > .95; SRMR = .024 < .08; RMSEA = .032 < .06 with 90% CI = .024 ~ .039, Pclose 
= 1.00; Tabachnick and Fidell 2007; Hooper et al. 2008]. No post-hoc modifications were 
conducted because of the good fit of the data to the model. 
 The standardized path coefficients as well as estimates and R2 for the model are 
presented in Table 21. The SEM results are also graphically described in Figure 17. The 
direct and indirect effects of each visual condition and mediating variables on selective 
exposure are presented in Table 22. First, the experimental conditions were hypothesized 
to have indirect effects on selective exposure via brand attitudes. Attitudes toward the 
brand had a significant direct effect on selective exposure (β = .55, p < .001) and 
explained 30.3 % of variance in selective exposure (R2 = .30). The direct effects of 
condition 1 (GH; β = .01), condition 2 (PH; β = .02), and condition 3 (GL; β = .02) on 
brand attitudes were not significant (all ps > .05). The results failed to support Hypothesis 
4 in that there were no significant indirect effects of visual conditions on selective 
exposure via brand attitudes. I also predicted the relationship between experimental 
conditions and brand attitudes would be mediated by perceived product quality and seller 
credibility, which leads to selective exposure. Perceived product quality (β = .64) and 
seller credibility (β = .30) significantly mediated the effects of visual conditions on brand 
attitudes (all ps < .001). Both condition 1 (GH; β = .54, p < .001) and condition 2 (PH; β 
= .23, p < .001) had significant indirect effects on brand attitudes through perceived 
product quality, controlling for the effects of trust propensity (β = .33, p < .001). 
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However, the indirect effect of condition 3 (GL; β = .12, p = .059) on brand attitudes via 
perceived product quality was not significant. Taken together, only condition 1 (GH; β = 
.19) and condition 2 (PH; β = .08) had significant indirect effects on selective exposure 
via perceived product quality and brand attitudes, partially supporting Hypothesis 5. 
Participants drew favorable inferences about the product quality, formed positive brand 
attitudes, and wanted to read more positive reviews as product visuals become richer. 
With respect to seller credibility, condition 1 (GH; β = .47, p < .001) and condition 2 
(PH; β = .19, p < .001) had significant indirect effects on brand attitudes through seller 
credibility, controlling for the effects of trust propensity (β = .38, p < .001). The indirect 
effect of condition 3 (GL) on brand attitudes through seller credibility was not significant, 
β = .06, p > .05. Taken together, condition 1 (GH; β = .08) and condition 2 (PH; β = .03) 
had significant indirect effects on selective exposure via seller credibility and brand 
attitudes, partially supporting Hypothesis 6. Participants drew favorable inferences about 
the seller credibility, formed positive brand attitudes, and wanted to read more positive 
reviews as product visuals become richer. 
 In sum, compared to the worst visual condition 4 (PL), condition 1 (GH) had 
significant indirect effects on selective exposure via inferences and brand attitudes (β = 
.27); condition 2 (PH) had significant indirect effects on selective exposure via inferences 
and brand attitudes (β = .11); and condition 3 had no significant indirect effects on 
selective exposure. The results confirmed the hypotheses that product visual appeals 
influence information exposure choice via consumer inferences and judgments.  
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6.4 Discussion 
 I examined how visuals can skew information search and to what extent 
inferential beliefs and attitudes toward the product can mediate such visual biasing 
effects. The contrast analysis results showed that package design (good vs. plain package 
design) had significant main effects on consumer judgments and selective exposure such 
that participants who saw product pictures with good package design formed more 
favorable inferences and brand attitudes, and chose to read more positive reviews later 
than those who saw product pictures with plain package design. The main effects of 
image quality (high vs. low resolution) were also significant that participants who saw 
product pictures with high image quality formed more favorable inferences and brand 
attitudes, and chose to read more positive reviews later than those who saw product 
pictures with low image quality. These results are consistent with Studies 1, 2, and 3. I 
also found an increasing linear trend of consumer judgments and selective exposure 
across four visual conditions. Participants had more favorable inferential beliefs about 
perceived product quality and seller credibility, and favorable brand attitudes as the level 
of product visual appeals improved. They also chose to read more positive reviews as the 
level of product visual appeals improved. The results successfully replicated Studies 1, 2, 
and 3.  
 SEM analysis further revealed the underlying mediating processes responsible for 
conditional differences in brand attitudes and selective exposure. The estimated model 
indicates that perceived product quality and seller credibility mediated the effects of 
product visual appeals on brand attitudes, and attitudes directly affected selective 
exposure. That is, participants saw the visual appearance of a product (varying in package 
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design and image quality), generated inferential beliefs (about perceived product quality 
and seller credibility), formed attitudes toward the brand, and chose to read customer 
reviews that support their newly developed preferences. On the other hand, the direct 
effects of visual conditions on brand attitudes were not significant at all. As opposed to 
the strong, consistent indirect effects of visuals on brand attitudes via inferential beliefs 
across all four studies, the direct effects of visuals on brand attitudes were weak and 
inconsistent throughout: the direct effects of condition 1 (GH) in Study 1, condition 2 
(PH) and 3 (GL) in Study 2, and condition 2 (PH) in Study 3 were not significant. In 
addition, the direct effects of condition 3 (GL) on inferential beliefs were not significant 
compared to the worst visual condition 4 (PL), which was also consistent with other 
studies: the effects of condition 3 (GL) on seller credibility were not significant at all 
throughout Studies 1, 2, and 3. This result may derive from using a different product 
category. When it comes to the house paint brand, Prizm, product visual appeals may 
have played a direct role in shaping brand attitudes due to its relevance to visual 
experience (e.g., color). Even when holding same levels of inferential beliefs about the 
quality of the paint and credibility of the seller, consumers may develop more favorable 
attitudes toward the brand because they may place greater value on the visual appearance 
of the paint product. On the other hand, with respect to the corn soup brand, Midnight 
Farmland, consumers may develop attitudes toward the brand by heavily relying on 
inferences about whether the product would be dependable and whether the seller can be 
trusted since it is a food category which is more relevant to trustworthiness rather than 
product visual appeals. 
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6.5 Tables and Figures 
Table 17. Experimental design 
 
 Package Design Good Plain 
Image 
Quality 
High 
Condition 1 Condition 2 
  
Low 
Condition 3 Condition 4 
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Table 18. Descriptives  
 
Construct Condition Study 4 
N M SD 95% CI for 
Mean 
Min. Max. 
     Lower Upper   
Perceived  
Product  
Quality 
C1 104 4.97 1.26 4.72 5.21 1.00 7.00 
C2 103 3.91 1.34 3.65 4.17 1.00 7.00 
C3 106 3.56 1.27 3.31 3.80 1.00 7.00 
C4 101 3.20 1.45 2.92 3.49 1.00 7.00 
Seller  
Credibility 
C1 104 5.36 .99 5.17 5.55 1.00 7.00 
C2 103 4.49 1.25 4.24 4.73 1.00 7.00 
C3 106 4.08 1.20 3.85 4.31 1.00 7.00 
C4 101 3.94 1.51 3.65 4.24 1.00 7.00 
Brand  
Attitudes 
C1 104 5.14 1.45 4.86 5.42 1.00 7.00 
C2 103 4.05 1.49 3.76 4.34 1.00 7.00 
C3 106 3.66 1.50 3.37 3.95 1.00 7.00 
C4 101 3.26 1.68 2.92 3.59 1.00 7.00 
Selective 
Exposure 
C1 104 4.98 1.70 4.65 5.31 1.00 7.00 
C2 103 4.21 1.63 3.90 4.53 1.00 7.00 
C3 106 4.03 1.76 3.69 4.37 1.00 7.00 
C4 101 3.71 1.86 3.35 4.08 1.00 7.00 
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Table 19. Contrast analysis 
 
Construct Contrast Value of 
Contrast 
SE t df Sig. rcontrast 
   
Perceived 
Product  
Quality 
Ψ1 1.412 .261 5.405 410 .000 .258 
Ψ2 2.115 .261 8.093 410 .000 .371 
Ψ3 5.641 .586 9.619 410 .000 .429 
Seller 
Credibility 
Ψ1 1.005 .247 4.073 369.862 .000 .207 
Ψ2 1.821 .247 7.381 369.862 .000 .358 
Ψ3 4.648 .562 8.263 205.798 .000 .499 
Brand  
Attitudes 
Ψ1 1.489 .302 4.939 410 .000 .237 
Ψ2 2.277 .302 7.551 410 .000 .349 
Ψ3 6.043 .677 8.928 410 .000 .403 
Selective 
Exposure 
Ψ1 1.080 .341 3.173 410 .002 .155 
Ψ2 1.450 .341 4.259 410 .000 .206 
Ψ3 3.990 .766 5.208 410 .000 .249 
Note. Ψ1 represents the first contrast with lambda weights of (1, -1, 1, -1) assigned to 
condition 1 to 4; Ψ2 represents the second contrast with lambda weights of (1, 1, -1, -1) 
assigned to condition 1 to 4; Ψ3 represents the third contrast with lambda weights of (3, 1, 
-1, -3) assigned to condition 1 to 4; statistics based on robust tests of equality of variances 
are reported for seller credibility due to significant results of Levene’s tests 
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Table 20. Reliability and validity of measurement scales  
 
Latent Variables Li Ei α CR AVE 
Perceived Product Quality  
(Low and Lamb 2000; Dodds et al. 1991; Becker, Rompay, 
Schifferstein, and Galetzka 2011) 
 
    
ppq1: The likelihood that the product would be of high quality 
is 
.936 .125 .963 .961 .868 
ppq2: The likelihood that the product would excellent is .929 .136    
ppq3: The likelihood that the product would be dependable is .937 .122    
ppq4: Compared to other products, the quality of this product  
          would be 
.911 .171    
Seller Credibility 
(Pavlou and Dimoka 2006; Ohanian 1990) 
     
sc1: This seller is likely to be hontest .896 .197 .949 .948 .793 
sc2: This seller is likely to be trustworthy .891 .206    
sc3: I believe this seller will deliver to me a product that    
        matches the posted description 
.827 .316    
sc4: This seller is likely to be competent .882 .222    
sc5: This seller is likely to be knowledgeable .927 .140    
Attitudes toward the Brand 
(Mitchell and Olson 2000; Aggarwal 2004; Walsh, Winterich, 
and Mittal 2010; Voss, Spangenberg, and Grohmann 2003) 
     
Please choose the number on each scale that best describe your 
overall feelings about the brand Midnight Farmland. 
     
attb1: dislike vs. like .955 .089 .976 .976 .892 
attb2: negative vs. positive .951 .095    
attb3: undesirable vs. desirable .939 .118    
attb4: undelightful vs. delightful .935 .125    
attb5: dissatisfied vs. satisfied .940 .116    
Note. Li : Standardized loadings; Ei = (1 – R2): error variance; α : Cronbach’s alpha; CR = 
Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted (Fornell and Larcker 1981) 
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Table 21. Results of structural equation model  
 
 Estimate SE Standardized  
Coefficient 
Sig. R2 
SE      ~ ATT .573 .050 .551*** p < .001 .303 
ATT ~ C1 .043 .127 .011 p = .734 .831 
  ~ C2 .061 .118 .015 p = .603 
 ~ C3 .089 .110 .023 p = .419 
 ~ PPQ .735 .092 .638*** p < .001 
 ~ SC .401 .104 .300*** p < .001 
PPQ ~ C1 1.847 .217 .537*** p < .001 .319 
  ~ C2 .783 .211 .227*** p < .001 
 ~ C3 .395 .209 .115 p = .059 
 ~ TP .310 .053 .327*** p < .001 
SC ~ C1 1.384 .192 .467*** p < .001 .315 
  ~ C2 .572 .196 .193*** p < .001 
 ~ C3 .174 .195 .059 p = .372 
 ~ TP .308 .048 .377*** p < .001 
PPQ  ~~ SC 1.106 .100 .810*** p < .001  
Note. SE (selective exposure), ATT (attitudes toward the brand), PPQ (perceived product 
quality), SC (seller credibility), TP (trust propensity), C1 (condition 1), C2 (condition 2), 
C3 (condition 3) 
Significance level: *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05 
 
Table 22. Direct and indirect effects on selective exposure 
 
 Direct Indirect Sig. Total 
ATT .551    — S .551 
PPQ —  -> ATT -> SE .352 S .352 
SC —  -> ATT -> SE .165 S .165 
C1 —  -> ATT -> SE .006 NS .266 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .189 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .077 S 
C2 —  -> ATT -> SE .008 NS .112 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .080 S 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .032 S 
C3 —  -> ATT -> SE .013 NS .000 
 — -> PPQ -> ATT -> SE .040 NS 
 — -> SC -> ATT -> SE .010 NS 
Note. S (significant), NS (nonsignificant) 
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CHAPTER 7 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 
 We already know that biased information processing can occur without 
preexisting views or commitments; consumers tend to distort product information in 
favor of their currently preferred brand before making decisions (Russo et al. 1998). This 
research extends the literature by demonstrating whether such bias can be solely 
influenced by visual cues, and newly developed inferential beliefs and attitudes can 
mediate such effects. I addressed these questions by empirically examining the 
relationship between product visual appeals and selective exposure to customer reviews. 
Study 1 examined the role of product visual appeals in the formation of inferences and 
attitudes about the unfamiliar product. Consumers used package design and image quality 
to infer a product’s functional value and the credibility of a seller, and formed attitudes as 
well as purchase intentions toward the newly encountered brand. Study 2 showed that the 
influence of product visual appeals extended to consumers’ inclination to receive 
congenial information in customer reviews. The visual appearance of a product affected 
which types of customer reviews consumers sought via consumers’ inferences and 
attitudes. Study 3 examined the mediating role of thought positivity between product 
visuals and brand attitudes, and the moderating role of need for cognition between brand 
attitudes and selective exposure. Consumers generated more positive thoughts as product 
visuals become richer and those high in need for cognition tended to seek for customer 
reviews consistent with their attitudes. Study 4 used a different set of visual stimuli (a 
new brand from a different product category) and different measures of the same key 
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constructs to avoid mono-operation bias. With different experimental stimuli and 
measurements, the visual biasing effects were confirmed again by successfully 
replicating Studies 2 and 3. Combined, the studies empirically demonstrate an 
explanatory framework for visual biasing effects that visual cues skew confirmatory 
information search. 
 This research has theoretical, methodological, and managerial implications. To 
date, research on selective exposure has relied on topics for which people tend to have 
long-standing, deeply held attitudes and beliefs (e.g., capital punishment; Lord et al. 
1979). Russo et al. (1998) proposed the predecisional distortion of information such that 
biased information processing can occur even when the decision is tentative. However, 
little to no research has examined whether biased information search occurs in response 
to visual cues. The study results shed a new light on selective exposure research 
demonstrating that people engage in biased information seeking immediately (i.e., for 
products they have never seen before), and based only on visual impressions of products. 
To my best knowledge, this is the first study to explore consumers’ biased information 
processing induced only by a product’s visual appearance. Demonstrating visual biasing 
effects not only provides additional evidence for the ubiquity of confirmatory information 
seeking in daily life but also extends the current literature by suggesting visuals as 
another antecedent to the confirmation bias.  
 In addition, most prior research on confirmation bias has employed the typical 
information search procedure in which participants are asked to report their attitudes or 
beliefs, or engaged in a behavior on a given issue, offered additional information, and 
asked to select which pieces of information they wish to read (Jonas et al. 2001; Fischer 
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2011). In this research paradigm, the decision task almost always involves a dichotomous 
choice task whether participants agree with one standpoint or the other, and a 
dichotomous array of information pieces that contain either pro-decision or counter-
decision information. Thus, researchers have only demonstrated that people preferred 
congenial information, which supported their preexisting attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors. 
In this dissertation, I further investigated how newly developed inferential beliefs and 
attitudes toward the brand can mediate the effects of visuals on confirmation bias. I 
presented an explanatory framework of how visuals can bias subsequent information 
search and empirically tested whether consumer inferences and judgments link the 
relationship between the two. Upon exposure to product visual appeals, consumers 
generate inferential beliefs and form attitudes toward the brand, and choose to read 
customer reviews that support their newly developed preferences.  
 This conceptual framework for visual biasing effects has great potential for a 
diverse range of applications. The model proposes visuals have biasing effects on 
attitudinal outcomes and information choice. Such biasing effects can also appear in other 
contexts such as political communication or online information sharing. Viewers, for 
instance, may choose to read news articles or user-generated comments consistent with 
their initial beliefs and judgments for a new political candidate solely based on their first 
impressions (e.g., visual appearance of a candidate). After viewing the candidate, voters 
may draw inferential beliefs about the competence or trustworthiness of the candidate, 
form attitudes toward the candidate, and engage in selective exposure to subsequent 
information. Also, as demonstrated in Study 1, the visual biasing effects can lead to 
behavioral intentions via attitudinal responses. Users, for example, may further choose to 
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share certain information because they are heavily influenced by visual cues and form 
inferences and attitudes immediately. In this way, there are a variety of potential 
applications in which the explanatory framework can be used to explain effects visuals 
may have on attitudinal and behavioral outcomes. 
 Secondly, the traditional approach to analyzing data from experimental studies 
(e.g., t test, ANOVA/ ANCOVA) has narrowly focused on condition differences in 
outcome variables (Russell et al. 1998; MacCallum and Austin 2000). Such reliance on 
traditional analytic methods has been criticized for ignoring underlying mediating 
processes that may be responsible for the observed condition differences (i.e., ANOVA 
mindset syndrome; MacCallum 1998). In my experiments, for example, the experimental 
effects of visual appeals on selective exposure were found as follows: the main effects of 
package design and image quality on selective exposure and an increasing linear trend in 
positive biased information search. This only shows condition differences in the outcome 
variable. Here, I applied structural equation modeling to the experimental studies and 
revealed why and to what extent product visual appeals lead to selective exposure to 
customer reviews. I demonstrated that newly formed inferential beliefs about product 
performance and seller credibility, and attitudes toward the brand mediated the effects of 
product visual appeals on biased information search in customer reviews. Consumers 
chose to read more positive reviews later because they inferred that the product would be 
of high quality and that the seller would be trustworthy, and formed favorable attitudes 
toward the brand. Analyses of the mediating processes underlying visual bias effects 
allow better understanding of how consumers form inferences and attitudes and engage in 
confirmatory information search.  
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 Lastly, this research topic should be of interest to online retailers as well as 
marketers who aim to positively influence consumers’ attitudes and information search in 
an online environment where communication cues are limited. I manipulated the levels of 
product visual appeals in a 2 x 2 factorial design experiment, varying package design 
(good vs. plain design) and image quality (high vs. low resolution). The distinction of 
good vs. plain package design can also be understood in terms of brand repositioning 
such that companies often attempt to reposition their brand by renewing product package 
design while keeping the brand name constant. The comparison results between good and 
plain package design conditions suggest that consumers draw more positive inferences 
about product attributes and form more favorable attitudes for a newly encountered brand. 
This highlights the importance of package design, especially for companies whose 
primary marketplace is online. Suppose a company launches a new product or brand in 
online. A take-home point from this study is that package design plays a decisive role in 
shaping consumers’ inferential beliefs and brand attitudes as well as information 
processing. For existing products and brands, renewing package design can definitely be 
a successful marketing strategy to positively affect consumer judgments and behaviors. 
Perhaps more important, even for products with the same package design, consumers 
make different evaluations about the same product depending on the image quality of its 
product picture. This is a critical lesson for online retailers or sellers who often overlook 
the importance of image quality and upload (or resize) an image of a product without 
confirming its resolution or compression level. As demonstrated in the results, even when 
exposed to a product with good package design, if the photographic quality of a product 
picture is low consumers tend to make unfavorable inferences about the product 
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performance and the credibility of a seller, negatively affecting brand attitudes and 
information exposure. In sum, marketers and retailers should be aware of the importance 
of product visual appeals: package design and image quality are important factors in 
driving consumer attitudes and behaviors. 
 
Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research 
 The present research has some limitations. First, I recognize that there is no true 
model in SEM; every model has flaws, even models with very good fit (MacCallum and 
Austin 2000). Although the model indices show excellent fit to the data, there may be 
other possible models that could fit equally well. The results of a model with good fit do 
not imply that the model is correct, only plausible. Attitudes toward the brand, for 
instance, may not necessarily follow but stand before inferential beliefs. Although 
viewing beliefs as causally preceding attitudes is a more traditional way of 
conceptualizing the relationship between the two (Kruglanski and Stroebe 2005), people 
sometimes revise their beliefs about object-related attributes to make such beliefs 
consistent with their attitudes (Marsh and Wallace 2005). Examples of this attitude-belief 
congruency include wishful thinking (i.e., beliefs about the likelihood of a future incident 
are affected by one’s attitudes toward the event; McGuire and McGuire 1991) and halo 
effects (i.e., a tendency to make attitude-congruent inferences about others based on some 
single positive attribute; Thorndike 1920; Nisbett and Wilson 1977). Following this 
framework, people may have formed attitudes toward the brand immediately upon 
exposure to product visual stimuli and drew inferences about the quality of a product and 
credibility of a seller accordingly. To test whether this is the case, I ran a follow-up 
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analysis by comparing the proposed (beliefs influence attitudes) and alternative models 
(attitudes influence beliefs) across Studies 1, 2 and 4 (Study 3 was excluded due to 
thought positivity and need for cognition). In comparing models, a chi square difference 
test is meaningful only if the models in question are nested models (i.e., a simple model 
contains a subset of the free parameters of a more general model). Because the models 
are non-nested, I compared the proposed and alternative models using AIC (Akaike 
Information Criterion). AIC of the proposed model (15832) was lower than that of the 
alternative model (15869) in Study 1 (i.e., the lower the better). However, AIC of the 
alternative model (17247) was lower than that of the proposed model (17268) in Study 2. 
In Study 4, using different set of visual stimuli with different measurements, AIC of the 
proposed model (16412) was lower than that of the alternative model (16413). Although 
descriptive model criteria do not allow significance testing, the comparisons provide little 
evidence for the alternative model. Therefore, the proposed conceptual framework (i.e., 
the directional influence of beliefs on attitudes) can be justified at least based on the 
theoretical background. 
 Other factors such as affective states may also equivalently explain the mediating 
processes of visual bias effects. The affect-as-information approach posits that affective 
feelings can guide information processing when they are experienced as relevant 
judgmental criteria (Schwarz and Clore 1988). People may use their feelings as a source 
of information and base their evaluations of a stimulus on these affective reactions. As 
such, the extraneous, object-irrelevant affect that people are experiencing at the time of 
judgment can have an informational impact on judgments regardless of whether the 
information about the object is favorable or unfavorable (Schwarz and Clore 1983). 
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Because consumers use their affective states induced by the visual appearance of a 
product as a basis for judgments and evaluations of a product (Yeung and Wyer 2004), 
examining the mediating role of affect-based impressions could be an additional 
opportunity for future research. 
 Third, although the primary data analysis techniques used in this dissertation are 
contrast analysis and structural equation analyses, I conducted a two-way ANCOVA to 
explore if there is any interaction effect between package design and image quality on 
consumer inferences and judgments. The effect of image quality may differ by package 
design quality such that low image resolution may have a stronger negative impact on a 
product with good package design than with plain package design. Trust propensity is 
included as a covariate because it is not part of the main experimental manipulation but 
has an influence on all dependent variables (i.e., positive correlations with perceived 
product quality, seller credibility, and brand attitudes; see footnotes 2, 6, 9, and 13). This 
is to reduce the variance in the error terms and provide more precise measurement of the 
visual condition effects. First, I found no interaction effects between package design and 
image quality on selective exposure across all studies (all Fs < .74, ps > 0.39). In Study 1, 
there were no significant interaction effects on any of the dependent variables (all Fs < 
2.38, ps > 0.11). In Study 2, there was a significant interaction effect on brand attitudes 
only, F (1, 409) = 4.35, p = 0.04, partial η2 = .01. In Study 3, there was a significant 
interaction effect on perceived product quality only, F (1, 413) = 4.75, p = 0.03, partial η2 
= .01. In Study 4, on the other hand, there were significant interaction effects on 
perceived product quality, F (1, 409) = 6.81, p = 0.01, partial η2 = .02, seller credibility, F 
(1, 409) = 8.67, p = 0.003, partial η2 = .02, and brand attitudes, F (1, 409) = 4.71, p = 
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0.03, partial η2 = .01. These significant interactions suggest that participants formed 
unfavorable evaluations regardless of package design quality if the image resolution of a 
product picture was low (see Figure 18 for an interaction between package design and 
image quality in Study 4; the same pattern for all significant interactions).  
 
Figure 18. Interaction effects between package design and image quality on brand 
attitudes in Study 4 
 
 
 
The results from Studies 1, 2, and 3 seem to be different from Study 4 in that there is 
weak evidence for interaction effects in studies using house paint product stimuli whereas 
interaction effects are relatively robust in Study 4 where a corn soup product is used. Two 
possible explanations are as follows. First, the difference may derive from product 
category such that consumers form unfavorable inferences and judgments regardless of 
package design quality when the image quality is low for food products. Second, the 
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photographic image quality may have more detrimental effects on the Midnight 
Farmland (soup) package design where low processing fluency disrupts the recognition 
of a corn character than the Prizm package design where the logo letters are still readable 
even when image resolution is low. Whether image quality plays a differential role 
depending on product category or design elements can be another topic for future 
research. 
 Fourth, the findings are presently limited to new or unfamiliar brands, for which 
consumers lack prior knowledge. Consumers may be more likely to rely on visual 
characteristics of a product picture to infer product performance and seller credibility for 
unfamiliar products. Indeed, they tend to weigh extrinsic cues more when making 
evaluative judgments especially for unfamiliar, new brands (Underwood and Klein 2002). 
The observed relationships among visuals, perceived product quality, seller credibility, 
brand attitudes, and selective exposure may change when consumers are considering 
more familiar brands. When familiar with the brand, consumers may be less likely to rely 
on visual cues to make inferences and judgments because they already have prior 
knowledge or perceptions about it. This is certainly a subject for future research. In 
addition, the visual biasing effects may also change depending on the product category. 
The importance of visual appeals can be stronger for aesthetic products that involve 
appreciation of beauty (i.e., the aesthetic dimension of a product as a continuum; Charters 
2006). Under which product category such visual bias effects are stronger or weaker 
could be another research topic. 
 Last, although the hypotheses about visual effects were based on arousal and 
fluency accounts, this research does not provide direct evidence for whether good 
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package design is evaluated favorably by eliciting a moderate level of arousal or whether 
low image quality negatively affects consumers’ processing fluency. This could also be a 
potential future research topic. For instance, researchers can examine consumers’ 
physiological responses to product visuals and demonstrate whether arousal and 
processing fluency can mediate the effects of visuals on consumer judgments. 
 In conclusion, I investigated how varying product visuals can bias consumers’ 
subsequent information seeking, and whether inferential beliefs and attitudes toward a 
newly encountered brand can mediate such visual biasing effects. I examined an 
underexplored dimension of confirmation bias in which newly developed preferences are 
induced only by visual cues. In addition to practical implications for marketers and 
retailers, the findings contribute to selective exposure research demonstrating that people 
engage in confirmatory information search for a never-before encountered brand, and 
based solely on visual impressions of products. The visual biasing effects developed in 
this research will provide a conceptual framework for future research with a variety of 
potential applications involving visuals and information processing. 
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Appendix A: Visual Stimuli 
 
Condition 1                                             Condition 2  
 
Image Format: JPEG 
Image Dimension: 1024 x 768 Pixels 
Image Resolution: 72 Pixels/Inch with “Maximum Image Quality” for Compression 
 
Condition 3                                             Condition 4  
 
Image Format: JPEG 
Image Dimension: 1024 x 768 Pixels 
Image Resolution: 72 Pixels/Inch with “Low Image Quality” for Compression 
Pixelate Filter: Mosaic 
Cell Size: 2 ~7 Square 
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Appendix B: Experimental Material 
 
Imagine that you are looking for house paint and would like to buy some online. You 
browse an online shopping website and come across the paint brand Prizm.  
 
The seller uploaded an image of a container of Prizm paint. Please take a look and answer 
the following questions. 
 
(Product Picture) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information 
Item Weight 13 pounds 
Size 1 Gal/ 3.785 L 
Color Turquoise 
Fish Matte 
Item Package Quantity 1 
Product Description Use on a variety of interior surfaces like wood, metal, ceramic, 
and canvas  
Seller Name Prizm Paint Inc. 
Seller Information Member since: Jan 23, 2016 
Location: United States 
Shipping Weights 13 pounds 
Domestic Shipping Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S. and to 
APO/FPO addresses. 
International Shipping This item is not eligible for international shipping. 
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Appendix C: Visual Stimuli 
 
Condition 1                                        Condition 2  
 
Image Format: JPEG 
Image Dimension: 1024 x 768 Pixels 
Image Resolution: 72 Pixels/Inch with “Maximum Image Quality” for Compression 
 
Condition 3                                        Condition 4 
 
Image Format: JPEG 
Image Dimension: 1024 x 768 Pixels 
Image Resolution: 72 Pixels/Inch with “Low Image Quality” for Compression 
Pixelate Filter: Mosaic 
Cell Size: 2 ~7 Square 
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Appendix D: Experimental Material 
 
Imagine that you are looking for corn soup and would like to buy some online. You 
browse an online shopping website and come across the corn soup brand Midnight 
Farmland.  
 
The seller uploaded an image of a Midnight Farmland corn soup. Please take a look and 
answer the following questions. 
 
(Product Picture) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Information 
Item Weight 1 pounds 
Size 14 oz/ 397g  
Item Package Quantity 1 
Product Description Excellent choice for a light lunch or as an elegant beginning to 
dinner  
Seller Name Midnight Farmland Inc. 
Seller Information Member since: Jan 23, 2016 
Location: United States 
Shipping Weights 1.1 pounds 
Domestic Shipping Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S. and to 
APO/FPO addresses. 
International Shipping This item is not eligible for international shipping. 
 
